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1CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Fiber Metal Laminate Composite
Fiber-reinforced-matrix laminated composite could be adhesively bonded with metal
layers to form a structural material. The story of the development of Fiber Metal Laminates can
be traced back to Delft University, Netherlands around 1980 [1, 2]. Fiber Metal Laminates
(FML) are ultra-lightweight structural materials developed with the combination of alternating
thin, high strength metallic sheets and fiber reinforced adhesive layers as seen in figure 1.1. As
FMLs are made with thin aluminum sheets, they have same mechanical, forming and machining
properties as that of aluminum alloys but with reduced density.
Figure 1.1: Fiber metal laminate schematic (Typical layer thickness, AL=0.5 mm, CFC=0.2 mm)
Besides, Fiber metal laminates have superior fatigue characteristics as compared to fiber
reinforced composites. This hindrance to fatigue crack propagation is due to crack bridging
effect of inner fiber layers that provide inherent resistance to crack propagation. FMLs are not
susceptible to large internal damage when subjected to impact loading, unlike traditional
composite materials. Individual FMLs configurations also possess better corrosion resistance and
fire resistance properties as compared to metallic and composite materials. Hybrid FMLs
systems can be created by utilizing different materials with many diverse combinations. Figure
1.2 gives the classification of various fiber metal laminates based on metal plies.
2Figure 1.2: Classification of fiber metal laminates [3]
Given below is the brief discussion of different types of fiber metal laminates.
1.1.1 Aramid Fiber Reinforced Aluminum Laminates (ARALL)
L.B. Vogelsang [4] and colleagues in 1978 at Delft University made the first
advancement in fiber metal laminate technology by developing first fiber metal laminate called
ARALL. It was a structural material suitable for aerospace applications because of high strength,
fatigue insensitive and low weight characteristics. Figure 1.3 schematically illustrates ARALL
laminate with alternating thin aluminum alloy layers and uniaxial or biaxial aramid fiber prepreg.
FIBERMETAL
LAMINATES
FMLs includingaluminum alloys
ARALL
Aramid fiberreinforced aluminum
laminate
ARALL 1
ARALL 2
ARALL 3
ARALL 4
CARALL
Carbon fiberreinforced aluminum
laminate
GLARE
Glass fiberreinforced
aluminum laminate
GLARE 1
GLARE 2
GLARE 3
GLARE 4
GLARE 5
GLARE 6
FMLs includingalternating metal
alloys
Titanium BasedFMLs
MagnesiumBased FMLs
3Figure 1.3: Schematic representation of ARALL fiber metal laminate.[5]
ARALL laminates are developed with the utilization of high strength aramid fibers
encapsulated in a structural epoxy adhesive intervened between many layers of thin aluminum
alloy sheets. ARALL has built in characteristic of high strength-to-weight ratio because of its
constituents materials. As a result, the major effort of ARALL was to provide optimal damage
tolerance by retarding fatigue crack growth[6]. Figure 1.4 shows the crack bridging mechanism
of ARALL laminates.
Figure 1.4: Crack bridging mechanism of ARALL laminates [7]
4By using various types of aluminum alloys, four different types of ARALL were
produced. With the acceptance of two international patents in the year 1984, Alcoa Company
started a pilot production of four different types of standardized ARALL materials as sufficient
confidence in this material had been gained [8]. A list of commercially produced ARALL
laminates is given in Table 1.1. ARALL was originally selected by US Air Force to be used as a
material for the highly fatigue rear cargo door of the C-17 cargo aircraft to reduce overall weight.
Table 1.1: Commercially available ARALL FMLs [9]
Metal
type
Metal
thickness (mm)
Fiber layer
(mm)
Fiber Direction
(°) Characteristics
ARALL 1 7075-T6 0.3 0.22 0/0 Fatigue, strength
ARALL 2 2024-T3 0.3 0.22 0/0 Fatigue,formability
ARALL 3 7475-T76 0.3 0.22 0/0 Fatigue, strength,exfoliation
ARALL 4 2024-T8 0.3 0.22 0/0 Fatigue, elevatedtemperature
1.1.2 Glass Fiber Reinforced Aluminum Laminates (GLARE)
GLARE, the next generation of fiber metal laminates was initially developed at Delft
university for aeronautical applications with an aim to improve the ARALL fiber metal laminates
by using advanced glass fibers in 1990. Later in 1991, a large-scale manufacturer of fibers and
chemicals known as AKZO in partnership with Aluminum Company of America (ALCOA) and
Delft produced four types of commercial GLARE FMLs using advanced glass fibers instead of
aramid fibers. There is better adhesion between the glass fibers in GLARE as compared to
ARALL fiber metal laminates. A schematic representation of GLARE fiber metal laminate
having 3/2 configuration is shown in Figure 1.5.
5Figure 1.5: Schematic illustration of GLARE laminate.[10]
GLARE has much more loading flexibility than ARALL because of enhanced
compressive properties of glass fibers over aramid fibers. Due to which glass fiber failure in
GLARE under fatigue loading occurs very rarely. Glare has higher tensile and compressive
strength, better impact behavior, and higher residual strength as compared to ARALL fiber metal
laminates. Crossply fibers build up is possible in GLARE laminates due to better adhesion
between the glass fiber and resin. As a result, GLARE laminates are much more suitable for
biaxial stress conditions. These properties seem to make GLARE has a wider range of potential
applications.[8] GLARE laminates now-a-days are produced in six different standard grades as
shown in Table 1.2. Unidirectional S2 glass fibers embedded in the epoxy adhesive are used in
all six standard grades of GLARE materials. GLARE material prepregs are commercialized with
a nominal fiber volume fraction of 60 % in all six standard classes. Currently, GLARE is being
utilized in the main fuselage skin and the leading edges of the horizontal and vertical tail planes
of Airbus A380 aircraft.[3]
6Table 1.2: Commercially available GLARE grades.[3]
GRADE SUB MetalType
Metal
Thickness
(mm)
Fiber
Layer
(mm)
Fiber
Direction
(°)
Characteristics
GLARE
1 - 7475-T761 0.3-0.4 0.266 0/0
Fatigue, strength,
yield stress
2 GLARE2A 2024-T3 0.2-0.5 0.266 0/0 Fatigue, strength
GLARE
2B 2024-T3 0.2-0.5 0.266 90/90 Fatigue, strength
3 - 2024-T3 0.2-0.5 0.266 0/90 Fatigue, impact
4 GLARE4A 2024-T3 0.2-0.5 0.266 0/90/0
Fatigue, strength
in 0 direction
GLARE
4B 2024-T3 0.2-0.5 0.266 90/0/90
Fatigue, strength
in 90 direction
5 - 2024-T3 0.2-0.5 0.266 0/90/90/0 Impact
6 GLARE6A 2024-T3 0.2-0.5 0.266
+45/-45 Shear, off-axis
properties
GLARE
6B 2024-T3 0.2-0.5 0.266 -45/+45
Shear, off-axis
properties
1.1.3 Carbon Fiber Reinforced Aluminum Laminates (CARALL)
The poor compressive strength of ARALL laminates led to the development of carbon
reinforced aluminum laminates to improve this limitation. Carbon fiber/epoxy prepregs layers
are utilized in CARALL Laminates instead of aramid/epoxy prepregs. Carbon fiber/epoxy
composites have higher specific modulus but lower specific strength, failure strain and impact
resistance as compared to aramid fiber/epoxy composites. Under the fatigue loading, aramid
fiber composites showed better low cycle fatigue performance but worse high cycle fatigue
performance as compared to carbon fiber composites. The crack bridging effect is very efficient
in CARALL laminates due to the high stiffness of carbon fibers. As a result, of which there are
very low crack growth rates in theses laminates. The production process of CARALL laminates
is similar to ARALL and GLARE laminates. Surfaces of aluminum sheets are chemically
7pretreated for good adhesion between aluminum alloys and carbon fiber/epoxy layers before the
curing process. After, the lamination process, the whole laminated system is cured under
temperature and pressurized conditions in an autoclave. Figure 1.6 provides a representation of
carbon reinforced aluminum laminate.
Figure 1.6: Schematic illustration of a 2/1 CARALL laminate.[11]
CARALL laminates are most suitable for space applications because of their high
stiffness and good impact properties. Other requests for this laminate is impact-absorbers for
helicopter struts and aircraft seats.[12] Now-a-days woven carbon fiber/epoxy prepregs are
becoming more dominant over the unidirectional prepreg layers in CARALL laminates due to
their bi-directional balance properties in fabric plane.[13] Different carbon fiber weave patterns
used in CARALL laminates are shown in figure 1.7.
Figure 1.7: Different woven fibers weave patterns.[14]
81.2 Fiber Metal Laminates (FMLs) Processing
Fibrous prepreg layers used in fiber metal laminates are manufactured with the help of
prepreg machines. Hot melt process and the solvent dip process are the commonly used methods
to produce composite prepregs. Hot melt process can be utilized by produce both fabric and
unidirectional prepregs whereas solvent dip method applies to manufacture only fabric prepregs.
There are two stages of the hot metal process. A thin film of the heated resin is coated on a paper
substrate in the first stage. In the second stage, the resin is impregnated into the fiber resulting in
the final prepreg on the application of pressure and heat in the prepreg machine, which is
ultimately wound on a core. The solvent dip method involves dissolving the resin in a solvent
bath and immersing the reinforcing fabric in the resin solution. The solvent is then separated
from the prepreg using a drying oven. An illustration of typical solvent based prepreg
manufacturing process is shown in Fig 1.8.
Figure 1.8: Schematic of typical solvent prepregging process.[15]
Metal sheets are cut into shape, stretched and tempered to improve their crystal
arrangement during the fiber metal laminates manufacturing process. Later, the metal surfaces are
9pretreated with etching agents to enhance the adhesion to the prepreg before bonding lay-up. Next
step in fiber metal laminates manufacturing is assembling parts before bonding. During layering
process, the metal parts and fiber layers are stacked on top of each other with the proper adhesive
film between them. The major difficulty in practice is getting the desired level of precision in a
sufficiently clean environment. Therefore, hand lay-up or automated layup through automatic
tape layer machines can be used depending upon production volume. Jigs are used to place the
parts to be bonded in the right position in hand lay method. Different layers are positioned
correctly with the help of pins. Lasers are used for layering relatively large flat surfaces. Good
shapes and positions are projected by laser on material in green light. Adhesive during lay-up is
just a film from which foil has to be removed before layup. An automatic tape lay-up machine
being used to place fiber reinforced adhesive layer over metal sheet is shown in Figure 1.9.
Figure 1.9: Automated tape layer machine [16]
Fiber metal laminates can be developed through several manufacturing techniques like
vacuum assisted resin transfer molding (VARTM), autoclave molding, bond assisted single step
assembly, etc. In autoclave molding, after positioning the neatly layered parts into the vacuum
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chamber, pressure and temperature are applied. The temperature and pressure are applied to
prepared parts for a significant amount of time depending upon the time required for resin cross-
linking. The cured parts are then cooled down by reducing the temperature gradually to room
temperature. An autoclave machine used for curing large fiber metal laminates panel is shown in
figure 1.10.
Figure 1.10: Large autoclave for curing completely assembled A380 Glare panels[17]
1.3 Applications
Fiber metal laminated composites are mainly used in the aerospace industry specifically
due to their increased stiffness and strength in comparison to aluminum. ARALL was originally
selected by US Air force to be used as a material for the highly fatigued rear cargo door of the C-
17 cargo aircraft to reduce overall weight [18] shown in Figure 1.11. ARALL 3 fiber metal
laminates were used to build wing panels by Fokker for F-27 aircraft to achieve 25 % weight
reduction as compared to aluminum material [19]. ARALL fiber metal laminates find its usage in
secondary structures, mainly impact susceptible areas as lower flap skins (C-130, DHC DASH-
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8), etc. in early test applications. ARALL fiber metal laminates are used to manufacture dorsal
covers of United States Air force’s T38 military aircraft [20].
A special variant of ARALL was used as armor plating in the year 1986. This ARALL
type consists of ceramic tiles on the outside to break up a bullet that would hit the material while
the ARALL backing layer would absorb the remaining kinetic energy and would stop the bullet
in this way. The tubes made of ARALL fiber metal laminates can be used in applications for
chemical and nuclear industry because they remain leak proof even if damaged [19]. Fokker also
used ARALL as material to develop crack stoppers for early F-100 aircraft. ARALL was also
used as material to manufacture missile load platform by Sandia in a US government military
project.
Figure 1.11: First ARALL cargo door installed on the C-17, February 27, 1991.[21]
GLARE laminates are not susceptible to the low-frequency fiber failure like ARALL
which makes it well suited to fuselage applications. The application of GLARE panels in the
upper fuselage of the Airbus A380 commercial aircraft as shown in figure 1.13 represents the
first use of FMLs within a large scale commercial aircraft and is an indication of the future
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applications of GLARE within modern airplanes [22]. GLARE FMLs are used for various
structural applications including a full-scale rear pressure bulkhead and fuselage barrel tests by
several aircraft manufacturer like Cessna, Bombardier Aerospace, and Deutsche Aerospace.
GLARE was used for the maintenance of the corroded aluminum stiffeners in the cargo bay area
of an airplane used to transport seafood by replacing them with the GLARE stiffeners, see Fig
1.12. The prepreg layer works as the corrosion barrier, and the corrosion of the stiffeners stopped
after the outer aluminum layer was corroded.
Figure 1.12: GLARE stiffeners in cargo bay area in F28.[19]
GLARE is used in the production of forward radar bulkhead for the Learjet LEAR 45
business aircraft because of its combination of high stiffness and excellent bird-strike impact
resistance. GLARE laminates also find their application in the production of A330/A340 cockpit
crown, explosion hardened ld3 containers, aircraft electronics cabinets and bulk cargo bay floors
on Boeing 777 jet liners. The area of aircraft which is most susceptible to impacts is Bulk cargo
floors. GLARE laminates are used as a floor material because of their superior impact resistance
for Airbus's A320/A321, A330/A340 families of aircraft as well as on MD-11 retrofits. The ideal
areas for application of fiber metal laminates on aircraft are summarized in Figure 1.14.
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Figure 1.13: The application of GLARE as the upper fuselage panel for A380 [21]
Figure 1.14: Candidate areas for aerospace ARALL and GLARE [23]
1.4 Low-Velocity Impact and Compression After Impact Tests
Impact incidents are the most important source of damage to fiber reinforced composites
laminates. Impact event can be expected to occur such as tool drop on the fiber metal laminate
structure. Impact event can result in significantly different damage patterns for a given composite
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configuration due to the magnitude of the velocity of the foreign object. A good example of
high-velocity impact even is ballistic penetration. The elastic and plastic deformations of
metallic material dissipates the impact energy and still the structure keeps a good margin of
structural integrity. The damage is usually more severe in reality than that seen on the surface of
the fiber reinforced composite materials. Some of the typical damage cases for fiber reinforced
composite structures are shown in Figure 1.15.
Figure 1.15: Typical damage cases of composite laminates structures [24]
The damaged caused by the low-velocity impact event can extend to a much greater
extent than the barely visible evidence on the surface of fiber metal laminates due to which the
strength of the material may significantly reduce and finally the material may lead to failure
without any warning. Therefore, it is very crucial to conduct a test for the measurement of the
residual strength of the fiber metal laminate structure through post impact experimental testing.
Low-velocity impact tests utilizing a manual drop tower were used to evaluate the impact
response of fiber metal laminate composite specimens. The carbon fiber reinforced aluminum
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laminate samples were impacted at the center with different energy levels. The residual strength
of specimens was evaluated by performing compression after impact (CAI) test with MTS
machine. The impact event damage size was characterized by utilizing C-scan equipment as well
as destructive techniques. A finite element analysis per LS-DYNA was utilized to predict
detailed, and accurate stress distribution results of the fiber metal laminate composite under
dynamic loading.
1.5 Rationale
Research work on flexural & tensile properties of carbon fiber reinforced aluminum fiber
metal laminates composites are done by several researchers such as Sherman Dov et al. (1995),
Lin C.T. et al. (1994), Lawcock G. et al. (1997), Xia Y.et al. (2007)& Rajkumar G. et al.
(2014). The work was primarily focused on the experimental determination of the properties of
these fiber metal laminates. C.T Lin investigated the thermal residual strains in various carbon
fiber reinforced aluminum laminates (CARALL) by using the deflection of an asymmetric
laminate and the yield point shift of the aluminum alloy in the laminate as experimental methods
and classical lamination theory as a tool to perform the theoretical calculation of residual strains.
Lawcock G. et al. studied the effect of adhesion between aluminum sheets and fiber composite
prepreg on the tensile and interlaminar shear strength properties of carbon-fiber-reinforced metal
laminates by using two different aluminum surface treatments. Xia Y.et al. investigated the
effect of strain rate on the carbon fiber reinforced aluminum laminates. The prediction of the
thermal residual stress and progressive damage failure of carbon fiber reinforced aluminum
laminates through finite element analysis is not found in the literature. The cost, curing process
are vital factors along with weight savings and high strength for the application in automotive
industry. Fewer steps, easy preparation, and faster curing cycle are the main requirements of
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curing process in the automotive industry. The work on carbon fiber reinforced aluminum
laminate by using no acid etching, or anodization treatment of aluminum layers and no external
adhesive is not studied in literature with a focus on the automotive industry.
The impact response of glass fiber reinforced aluminum laminates have been studied by
the majority of researchers. However, only few research articles have been found in literature
studying the impact response of CARALL fiber metal laminates. Song S.H. et al. (2010) studied
the impact performance of CARALL laminates with the drop weight impact tests and dynamic
non-linear transient simulations. Bieniaś J. et al. (2012) investigated the resistance to low-
velocity impact of aluminum alloys and a carbon/ epoxy composite laminates. Yu, G.C., et al.
(2015) Studied the effect of the properties of aluminum alloy on the low-velocity impact
response of CARALL. The effect of the addition of resin rich polyester veil cloth between the
interfaces of carbon fiber/epoxy and aluminum layers is not studied in these research articles.
The main reason for using such layers is to provide a buffer layer between AL and CFC layer to
ensure no corrosion effect. In the previous numerical simulations performed in these articles, the
initialization of predicted thermal residual stress is taken into consideration as considered in my
numerical simulation. As a result, of which I was able to accurately capture the failure modes of
CARALL laminates under tensile, flexure and low-velocity impact tests. Modeling each lamina
of carbon fiber layers with shell elements having two through-thickness integration points makes
a notable difference in the modeling approach followed in this research and numerical impact
simulations performed in previous literature articles.
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW AND OBJECTIVES
2.1 Glass Fiber Reinforced Aluminum Laminates (GLARE)
2.1.1 Static, Thermal Residual Stress Behavior and Modeling of GLARE
Abouhamzeh M. et al.[25]conducted a research study to predict the cure process related
shape deviations as a result of residual thermal stresses in fiber metal laminates using finite
element modeling and experiments. They reported that acceptable agreement between FE model
and experiment was found in predicting the geometric shape of cured GLARE panels. They
found an out of plane deformation of approximately 11 mm using digital image correlation in
non-symmetric GLARE laminates and approximately 18 mm in symmetric glare laminates using
linear variable differential transformer curvature measurement method.
Guo Yajun et al. [26] measured the residual stresses in glass fiber reinforced aluminum
laminates (GLARE) using several experimental testing methods. They measured 16 MPa
residual thermal stress in aluminum layers and -12 MPa in glass fiber layers of GLARE panels
having 2/1 layup configuration with X-ray diffraction method. Residual stresses in aluminum
layers were measured as 44 MPa and -116 MPa in fibrous layers of GLARE panels using the
etching technique. Per Hofslagare [27] made a comparison between X-ray diffraction, neutron
diffraction and strain measurement throughout destructive layer removal residual thermal stress
measurement methods on fatigue-damaged glass fiber reinforced metal laminates, particularly in
for a fatigue-induced metal crack in the laminate. They found a good agreement between
different methods. Per Hofslagare et al. [28] studied the effect of thermal residual stresses and
bonding strength on delamination crack growth behavior of glass fiber reinforced aluminum
laminates (GLARE). They performed optical crack growth measurements for surface cracks
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combined with in situ ultrasonic measurements to determine the delamination size and shape to
improve the understanding of the mechanisms of crack growth in GLARE fiber metal laminates.
Kawai et al. [29] studied the off-axis inelastic behavior and strength of GLARE 2 under
static loading conditions by applying the classical lamination plate theory. Three methods; (i) no-
ply fracture method, (ii) complete-ply fracture method and (iii) incomplete ply fracture method
was adopted by the author to investigate the influence of degradation methods on modeling of
the GFRP failure. The no ply fracture method predicted higher tangent moduli and strengths than
experimental results after yielding of aluminum layers in the stress-strain diagrams drawn till the
ultimate failure of the laminate. Overestimated stiffness reduction and less strength were
reported by the complete-ply fracture method. The stiffness in fiber direction was retained by the
incomplete-ply fracture method after GFRP layers have satisfied the Tsai–Hill criterion gives
acceptable agreement when compared with experimental results.
Cepeda-Jiménez C.M et al. [30] studied the damage tolerance of glass fiber reinforced
composite by flexural and shear tests. They reported that GLARE laminate shows a maximum
bending stress of 689 MPa whereas the Al 2024 alloy presents a high bending strength 750 MPa
but the ductility is limited as compared to glare in flexure test. Khalili et al. [31] investigated the
mechanical properties of steel/aluminum/GFRP laminate. Their results indicated that energy
absorption, stiffness, and displacement were significantly increased due to the presence of steel
layers in FML sample with respect to other FML samples. They reported that an increase of 16
times was observed in the stiffness of the composite with steel layers for some configurations in
bending and an increase of nearly 4 times as compared to the corresponding GFRP sample was
found in the displacement under the point of loading
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Park S. Y et al. [32] studied the effect of surface pre-treatment and void content on the
interfacial characteristics of GLARE laminate. They reported that bonding strength of GLARE
laminates was effectively enhanced by the changes in surface roughness and surface energy. An
indication of interfacial bonding enhancement to a certain extent with the low void content of
GLARE FML by autoclave pressure is given by their Experimental results. Soltani P. et al. [33]
studied the nonlinear elastic behavior of GLARE Fiber Metal Laminates under in-plane loading
conditions by using finite element modeling approach to predict the stress–strain response and
deformation behavior of GLARE laminates. They have reported an acceptable agreement
between the FE model stress–strain predictions and experimental results available in the
literature. They also investigated the tensile properties of different grades of GLARE having 3/2
layup with aluminum alloy 2024-T3 as metal layers subjected to same axial tensile load and
found considerable differences in the slope of the second part of bilinear stress–strain curves of
different GLARE grades because of various orientations of the fibers in prepreg layers.
Hagenbeek M. et al. [34] studied the static properties of fiber metal laminates. An
effective analytical method for calculation of uniaxial stress-strain curves valid for all types of
GLARE laminates is proposed. Metal Volume Fraction approach in combination with the Norris
failure model is used to predict allowable blunt notch strength. Shear yield strength of fiber metal
laminates is predicted by using the volume fraction approach. Predicted results of these models
were compared with the experimental results available in literature and a good agreement
between those was found by them. Asha M.V. [35] studied three types of FMLs such as 2/1
GLARE, 3/2 GLARE, and 5/4 GLARE laminates to determine the tensile, flexural properties and
failure mode of the GLARE laminates and plain aluminum sheets with the same thickness. The
authors reported that tensile and flexural strength of glass-fiber-reinforced aluminum (GLARE)
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laminates is purely dependent on the volume percentage of fiber, and it exhibits improvement
over the properties of aluminum sheets.
Baumert B. K. [36] studied mechanical characteristics of glass fiber reinforced epoxy and
2024-T3 aluminum alloy fiber metal laminates made by the vacuum assisted resin transfer
molding process. They have reported the tensile and fatigue test results of these FMLs having
two different thicknesses, with and without holes in the aluminum alloy sheets and compared to
mechanical property predictions as well as to GLARE 3 data. Wu et al. [37] evaluated nonlinear
tensile response and fracture behavior of FMLs, GLARE 4 and GLARE 5 subjected to in-plane
loading through analytical modeling and numerical simulation. The fracture is expected to
happen in glass/epoxy layer when the strain in it reaches the ultimate failure strain, as aluminum
has a much higher ductility than the fiber/epoxy composite layer and it is predicted by using
maximum strain failure criterion in this study. Both a numerical simulation based on finite
element modeling and modified classical lamination theory based an analytical constitutive
model, which incorporate the elastoplastic behavior of the aluminum alloy described by the flow
theory of von-Misses type are used to predict the stress-strain response and deformation behavior
of GLARE laminates. They have also discussed the Fracture modes of these laminates. At high-
stress levels, the analytical model predictions deviate from experimental results. The author
opined that further studies are necessary to predict the progressive failure. The author also
opined that damage progression and degradation should be focused on the future models
Iaccarino et al. [38] developed a simplified model to predict the tensile and shear stress –
strain behavior of fiberglass/ aluminum laminates. Experimental tests were carried out to find the
tensile stress-tensile strain curve of an aluminum/fiberglass hybrid laminate, consisting of 0/90
S2 glass/epoxy lamina and Al 2024 T3 sheets. The laminate response was predicted theoretically
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by using modified Classical Lamination Theory, which accounts for the inelastic behavior of the
aluminum through a simple constitutive law. Maximum strain criterion and Tsai-Hill criterion
are used as failure criteria for aluminum and fiberglass respectively. Experimental results are
compared with theoretical predictions. Complex failure mechanisms leading to final failure were
cited as main reason for the deviations between predictions and experimental results. For
accurate predictions of the final failure strength and to model the damage development, the
requirement of more sophisticated models than proposed in this work is highlighted by the
author.
Sadeghi M. et al. [39] investigated the tensile, bending and impact properties of GLARE
material and the effect of fiber orientation on them. Their test results show that zero orientation
of glass fiber sheet in laminate considerably improves the mechanical properties. Esfandiar H. et
al. [40] studied analytically the nonlinear tensile behavior of GLARE fiber metal laminates under
in-plane loading. The modified classical laminated plate and orthotropic plasticity theories were
used to predict the stress-strain response of GLARE laminates. They have reported that the
GLARE behavior is almost bilinear under tensile loading and in the longitudinal direction the
tensile strength of unidirectional GLARE laminates are substantially stronger than aluminum
alloys.
M. Abouhamzeh [41] presented Classical Lamination Theory (CLT) and an additional
term depending on the cure shrinkage based analytical model to predict the warpage and residual
stresses developed during curing of Fiber Metal Laminates (FMLs) for both free and constrained
(molded) cure of composite laminates. They found that the residual stresses developed in the
fiber layers are considerable but the ones in the aluminum layer are much less. The curvature and
the deflection of the panel after cure, before cool-down, is smaller compared to the ones
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developed during cool-down. M. Abouhamzeh [42] investigated the influence of cure-induced
effects on the geometry of non-symmetric GLARE panels. The distortions and residual stresses
were obtained by reheating the un-symmetric laminate combined with strain measurement until
the thermal forces are balanced in the layers. He observed that FMLs have considerable residual
stresses which represent some curvature after completion of cure and before cool-down (if
released from the mold). The curvature vanishes during cool-down and then changes direction.
Thermoelastic model based on CLT showed that considering the real bending-strain-free
temperature (as a way of considering the curing effects) improves the results compared to the
experimental values. Botelho, Edson Cocchieri, et al. [43] compared the tensile, compressive,
shear strength, damping behavior of CARALL, GLARE fiber metal laminates with those to
carbon and glass fiber reinforced laminates. The environmental effect on the fiber metal
laminates was also studied in this investigation. They reported that, even under the relatively
harsh conditions, the moisture absorption in FML composites is slower than polymer composites
due to the barrier of the aluminum outer layers.
2.1.2 Impact Behavior and Impact Event Modeling of GLARE Fiber Metal Laminates
Caprino G. et al. [44] studied the low-velocity impact performance of fiberglass–
aluminum composites made of 2024 T3 sheets and S2-glass/epoxy prepreg layers. The speed and
mass of impactor along with energy were varied to study the effect of these parameters on the
material behavior. They reported that the overall force–displacement curve only depends on the
impact energy, rather than on the mass and speed separately. Penetration energy for monolithic
aluminum is higher than for the fiberglass–aluminum. Their results show that glare seems to
offer better performance in terms of penetration energy and damage resistance than carbon fiber
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and glass fiber-reinforced laminates. They also reported that the energy required for the first
failure is very low and is similar to the energy inducing first cracking in the 2024 T3 sheets.
Ardakani M.A. et al. [45] investigated the influence of interfacial adhesive bonding on
impact behavior of several glass-fiber reinforced aluminum (GLARE) laminates with various
level of bonding adhesion. They reported that laminates with poor interfacial adhesion have
greater damage size as compared to that of laminates with robust adhesion between aluminum
and glass layers. They also reported that laminates with strong bonding have 30% lower
maximum central deflections than that of FMLs with poor adhesion. Contact forces of FMLs
with good adhesion bonding are about 25% higher than specimens having a weak bonding. Liu
Y.X. et al. [46] studied the impact damage performance of different types of GLARE fiber-metal
laminates using indenters with various shapes and sizes. The test results showed that GLARE 3
FML’s with cross-ply orientation offer higher impact resistance than unidirectional GLARE 2.
They also reported that more severe local damages occurred with smaller indenters whereas
larger global deflection appeared when larger size indenters were used. The energy dissipated
mainly through delamination and cracks in fiber-metal laminates impacted by smaller size
indenters whereas more energy may be absorbed due to large global deformation for laminates
impacted by larger size indenters.
Ardakani M.A. et al. [47] investigated the impact resistance and damage characteristics
of GLARE4/3, GLARE3/2 and GLAREWB3/2 laminates under low-velocity impact loading
with different energies. They have reported that layout sequence and interfacial adhesive
bonding have a significant effect on the impact behavior of GLARE laminates. They also
investigated the influence of repeated impacts on the response of laminates. Experimental test
results showed that the impact behavior of GLARE laminates is very dependent on their
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thickness. A damaged area in thin GLARE 3/2 was 3 to 5 times larger than thick GLARE 4/3.
GLARE laminate’s impact resistance is more sensitive to its thickness in repeated impact
loading. Liu Y.X. et al. [48] investigated the low-velocity impact responses and damage of
GLARE and ARALL fiber-metal laminates. They reported that major failure mechanisms that
are mostly seen in low-velocity impact event include delamination between the aluminum and
fiber-epoxy layers, visible shear crack in the outer aluminum layer on the non-impact face,
Through-thickness cracks in the aluminum sheets and critical damage in the fibrous layers
including delamination between adjacent fiber-epoxy laminae. They also reported that the
ARALL offered poorer impact resistance than GLARE. GLARE laminates with of cross-ply
orientation provided better impact resistance than GLARE with unidirectional plies.
Rajkumar G.R et al. [49] experimentally investigated the effect of repeated low-velocity
impacts on the tensile strength of glass fiber-reinforced aluminum fiber metal laminates using
drop weight impact tester.  Their test results indicated that ultimate tensile strength, failure strain,
and ductility of all specimens initially decrease with an increase in a number of impacts and then
remain constant. Tsartsaris N. et al. [50] studied the low-velocity impact response of a fiber
metal laminate (FML) panels consisting of aluminum alloy 7475 T761 and unidirectional S2
glass/epoxy oriented in a cross-ply configuration through testing and finite element simulations.
The tests showed that FML laminates absorb the impact energy through localized plastic
deformation and through failure at the interface between the layers. Numerical simulations of
low-velocity impact performed with the LS-DYNA3D finite element code to predict the complex
damage patterns and post impact deformed shapes showed fairly close agreement with
experimental results.
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Seo H. et al. [10] studied the impact response of FML with finite element modeling. Two
and three-dimensional failure criteria in ABAQUS are used to model stiffness degradation of the
glass-fiber-reinforced composite layers and the load time history, maximum deflection, and
damage progression was examined using an explicit finite element model. The FE simulation
results showed good agreement with experimental results. Jeremy F. Laliberté et al. [51]
investigated the low-velocity impact behavior of GLARE fiber metal laminates to study the
damage modes and mechanisms through which the panels absorb the energy of impact. They
reported that the primary damage modes change and the relative amount of absorbed energy also
change with the increase the level of impact energy. Having more fibers in one direction leads to
a more predictable and gradual onset of panel penetration
Jeremy F. Laliberté et al. [52] developed a continuum damage mechanics based material
model using a user-defined material subroutine to predict the impact response GLARE panels.
He reported that the model with the tiebreak-interface delamination model showed some
sensitivity to the mesh density giving over-prediction of the delamination damage for lower
mesh densities and under- prediction of the dent depth. Guocai Wu et al. [53] investigated the
impact properties and damage tolerance of glass fiber reinforced aluminum laminates with cross-
ply glass prepreg layers. They showed that both GLARE 4 and GLARE 5 laminates have better
impact properties than those of 2024-T3 monolithic aluminum alloy.
Taheri-Behrooz, F. et al. [54] studied the effect of stacking sequence on the impact
behavior of fiberglass–aluminum fiber metal laminates under the drop weight impact test. They
reported that [Al-(±45)8-Al] layups has higher load-bearing capacity before failure of the outer
aluminum layer than the specimens having [Al-(0/90)8-Al], [Al-(0/90)4-(±45)4-Al] and [Al-
(±45)4-(0/90)4-Al] layups. Patryk Jakubczak et al. [55] investigated the influence of low-velocity
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impact on the residual strength of GLARE fiber metal laminates by carrying out compression
after impact (CAI) tests as per ASTM norms. He found out that the critical stress and damage of
specimen occur in the areas located far from the impact damage during sample compression in
the case of fiber metal laminates. He also reported that occurrence of damage during
compression test does not depend on the presence of the impact damage, which makes it
impossible to assess strength reduction caused by compression of thin fiber metal laminated
panels after impact.
Starikov, Roman [56] conducted series of low-velocity impact tests on standard GLARE
which is based on thin Al 2024-T3 & FM94 composite prepreg and HSS (High static strength)
GLARE which consists of thin Al 7475-T761 and FM906 prepreg. He found that HSS GLARE
laminates were more resistant to denting than the standard GLARE specimens based on the
measured dent depth versus applied impact energy test results. He also reported that more energy
was absorbed by composite fracture related mechanisms including delamination in HSS GLARE
because less applied impact energy was dissipated by plastic deformation of the 7475-T761
aluminum layers. Furthermore, the measured delamination was larger in the case of HSS
GLARE. G. Caprino et al. [57] conducted the low-velocity impact tests on glass fiber/aluminum
laminates consisting of 2024 T3 sheets and S2-glass/epoxy prepreg layers using an instrumented
drop weight machine by keeping the mass of impactor constant and varying the energy by
adjusting the drop height. They found out that the material response was unaffected by the actual
speed adopted and the resulting load–displacement curves were highly non-linear, with the
stiffness of specimen rapidly increasing with increasing the displacement. They developed an
analytical model based on simple second-order polynomials and additional hypotheses supported
by the results generated, to represent the load variation as a function of displacement during both
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the loading and the rebound phase. They also reported that the fundamental impact features, such
as the overall force–time curve, dissipated energy, and contact duration, were effectively
calculated from the model.
F.D. Morinière [58] developed an analytical quasi-static method to evaluate the flexural
behavior of GLARE during low-velocity impact by combining the impact variables in a single
platform based on the First-order Shear Deformation Theory (FSDT), the Classical Laminate
Theory (CLT), the law of conservation of energy, and the Newton’s laws of motion. They
reported that the model predicted with a precision of 5% contact time, impact force, maximum
displacement, perforation energy, and impact velocity in comparison to test results and provides
information on the role of 2024-T3 aluminum and S2-glass/FM94-epoxy prepreg, with respect to
energy absorption, plate bending, and damage propagation.
2.2 Aramid Fiber Reinforced Aluminum Laminates (ARALL)
2.2.1 Static, Thermal Residual Stress Behavior and Modeling of ARALL
Bala Singh et al. [59] measured the residual stress in aluminum alloy sheets in ARALL
fiber metal laminates formed by using alternate layers of aluminum alloy sheets and
unidirectional aramid fibers-epoxy composite both by x-ray diffraction and layer removal
methods. They found that the residual stress in the longitudinal direction in AL-alloy sheet are
tensile and vary between 33 Mpa and 18 MPa. The stresses vary between 23 to 2 MPa in the
transverse direction and are compressive in nature. Wu et al. [60] made statistical analysis, stress
analysis and failure characteristics analysis of two types of tension specimens (ARALL). The
effect of specimen geometries on mechanical properties was studied by considering straight
sided and dog bone specimens. It was concluded that the tensile properties are not dependent on
specimen type. Both experimental and analytical studies results are compared.
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Hai Yan et al. [61] studied the failure behavior of ARALL (Aramid Aluminum Laminate)
under tensile loading using of acoustic emission (AE), optical metallography (OM) and scanning
electronic micro- scope (SEM), and analyzes the fracture surfaces of ARALL and its fracture
characteristics. The damage models of ARALL are discussed in this paper. The results showed
that under tensile loading, ARALL will yield and its strength will decrease with the increase in
the content of resin. During fracture process, AE amplitude distribution curves showed three
obvious peaks corresponding to the debonding between fibers and resin, regional delamination
damage and breakage of a some fibers, and delamination damage of large region and final
fracture of large numbers of fibers.
WU H.F. [62] studied the effect of elevated and cryogenic temperatures on the Aramid
fiber metal laminates subjected to tensile loading at temperatures ranging from -300°F-400°F
and at room temperature exposure. Their results showed that no reduction in ultimate tensile
strengths, tensile yield strengths and moduli obtained for the longitudinal or transverse directions
of ARALL 1–4 laminates at cryogenic temperatures. However, these properties showed a
tendency to decrease with increasing temperature when determined at the elevated temperatures
after 1, 10 and 100 h of exposure. Chen, J.L et al. [63] modeled the elastic-plastic behavior of an
ARALL laminate by a macro-mechanical orthotropic plasticity theory and by classical laminated
plate theory.  A three-parameter plastic potential function is used in the orthotropic plasticity
model. The aluminum layers were assumed to orthotropic elastic-plastic and the Kevlar
composite layers are assumed to be linearly elastic in the laminated plate theory They found that
the orthotropic plasticity model gives accurate results of total strain with 1·2% error and stress-
strain curves up to a failure can be described with the laminated plate theory.
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Kanakalatha P. [64] characterized the aluminum alloy sheet aramid fiber metal laminates
using two different aluminum alloys DTD 687 and aluminum- lithium alloy. The results of
tensile, compressive and interlaminar shear strength tests showed that these laminates have a
higher tensile strength, lower density, and slightly lower young’s modulus as compared with
monolithic aluminum alloy sheets.
2.2.2 Impact Behavior and Impact Event Modeling of ARALL Fiber Metal Laminates
C.T Sun et al. [65] studies the low-velocity impact characteristics of ARALL fiber metal
laminates to find the failure modes due to impact. Their results show that the strength reduction
in ARALL laminates resulting from impact depends on the fiber orientation. Transverse
direction strength remains insensitive to impact damage, while the fiber direction strength,
decreases as impact velocity increases beyond a certain range. Volt A. [66] investigated the Low-
velocity impact response of monolithic aluminum alloys, ARALL laminates, and thermoplastic
composites. The results of this research show that the damage resistance of aramid ARALL is
comparable with that of the composite materials but it is poor as compared to aluminum alloys.
They also reported that the residual strength after impact damage of ARALL is also similar to
that of the thermoplastic composites.
Vlot A. [67] conducted the impact tests on the monolithic aluminum and ARALL
specimens under tensile loading. He reported that the effect of initial tensile loading on the
damage size and the residual strength of the ARALL is small for the normal operating stresses
(s<200MPa). William P. Hoogsteden, [68] studied the impact and compression after impact
behavior of ARALL fiber metal laminates. He reported that compressive buckling was the mode
of failure during the compression after impact test of ARALL laminate due to a very small
thickness of laminates. He also found that the increasing the impact energy decreased the
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buckling load of the specimens and no growth of the interior damage was revealed by C-scan
done after compression after impact testing. B.M. Liaw et al. [69] studied the impact-induced
damage mechanisms in Glare and ARALL fiber-metal laminates subject to drop-weight impacts
at various energies and temperatures. They found out that quasi-isotropic lay-up configuration
provides the best impact resistance whereas unidirectional laminate offers the worst and the
minimum impact energy required to cause cracking is approximately proportional parabolically
to thickness. They also observed that temperature does play a significant role in impact
resistance, unlike aluminum/acrylic sandwich.
Vlot [70] studied the low & high-velocity impact tests and static indentation behavior of
monolithic AL 2024-T3, 7075-T6, various grades of GLARE & ARALL fiber metal laminates,
and R-glass fiber & T 800H carbon fiber reinforced composite laminate specimens with a
circular clamped test area. He reported that the aramid and carbon reinforced fiber metal
laminates require little energy to create the first fiber failure in the material. GLARE FMLs have
first cracking energies which are close to or even better than the monolithic alloys. He also
observed that the damaged zone after impact is for fiber metal laminates is smaller than for fiber
reinforced composite materials having permanent dent depth is approximately equal to the
monolithic alloy.
2.3 Carbon Fiber Reinforced Aluminum Laminates (CARALL)
2.3.1 Static, Thermal Residual Stress Behavior and Modeling of CARALL FMLs
Sherman Dov et al. [71] studied the mechanical behavior of a laminate consisting of
monolithic thin alumina plates alternating with unidirectional carbon/epoxy prepreg tapes.
Multiple fracture mechanisms led the FML to exhibit pseudo-ductile behavior and enhanced
strain energy dissipation. A minimal volume fraction of the reinforcing layers is required to
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exhibit this behavior. They also investigated the influence of a number of layers and volume
fraction on transverse properties. A simple shear lag theory was used to estimate the loss of
stiffness with increase in the applied strain.
Lin C.T. et al. [72] investigated the thermal residual strains in various carbon fiber
reinforced aluminum laminates (CARALL) by both experimental methods and theoretical
analysis. They used the deflection of an asymmetric laminate and the yield point shift of the
aluminum alloy in the CARALL laminate as experimental methods to measure thermal strains.
Classical lamination theory was used to perform the theoretical calculation of residual strains. A
good agreement was observed in residual strains determined by each experimental method and
by theoretical calculation. The thermal residual stress in the aluminum layer was found to be
roughly proportional to the volume fraction of the carbon/epoxy layer for CARALL laminate
reinforced with unidirectional carbon fibers.
Lawcock G et al. [73] studied the effect of adhesion between aluminum sheets and
fiber/epoxy layers on the mechanical properties of carbon-fiber-reinforced metal laminates by
using two different ways of aluminum surface treatments methods. They used standard P2-Etch
and modified FPL-Etch procedures as surface treatment methods with the application of a silane
coupling agent. Double cantilever beam experiment conducted by author showed a six times
increase in interfacial fracture toughness by using the latter surface treatment method. 10 %
reduction in interlaminar shear strength was observed for a laminate with poor interfacial
adhesion (P2-Etch method) in flexural tests. They found no clear difference in the tensile
properties of laminates associated with both surface treatment methods.
The effect of adhesion between fiber and matrix on the residual strength behavior of
carbon-fiber-reinforced metal laminates was studied by using treated and untreated carbon fibers
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in an epoxy resin system by Lawcock G et al. [74]. Interfacial failure was observed the untreated
fiber composites while matrix failure was showed by the treated fiber composites. A reduction of
7.5% was observed in the interlaminar shear strength value for the untreated fiber laminates by
both three-point and five point bend tests. An excellent increase in strength for the untreated
fiber specimens over the treated ones was found in residual strength and blunt notch tests.
Y.B. Hu et al. [75] studied the flexural and interlaminar shear strength (ILSS) of carbon
fiber reinforced titanium laminates. He found out that micro-roughness structures were formed
on the titanium surface after anodization which improved the interlaminar bond strength between
titanium and polyimide. He also reported that these FMLs possess excellent flexural and
interlaminar properties at both room temperature and elevated temperature and found no
delamination between the titanium layer and the fiber-reinforced polyimide layer after 1000
times thermal shock through thermostability tests. E.C. Botelho et al. [76] evaluated and
compared the adhesion of different families of fiber-epoxy composite/metal laminates using
carbon fiber and glass fiber fabrics as reinforcements for the hybrid laminates. They reported that
chromic acid anodization (CAA) resulted in better wetting properties. They found out that, for
both carbon fiber-epoxy/metal and glass fiber-epoxy metal laminates, the   interlaminar shear
strength results were close to the interlaminar shear strength results found in the literature
(approx. 40.0 MPa)
Junqing Zhao et al. [77] used ultrasonic C-scan and A-scan approach to evaluate the
damage of the asymmetric CFRP-Al (carbon fiber reinforced aluminum alloy) laminates. They
reported on the basis of comparison results and pulse echo analysis that when the specimen is
subjected to repeat tensile test with 70% elastic limit strain load of the CFRP laminates, the
interface separation between CFRP and Al will not occur but the delamination within CFRP
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laminates becomes the major damage of the asymmetric CFRP-Al laminates. E.C. Botelho et al.
[78] studied the influence of moisture on shear properties of carbon fiber/epoxy composites and
CARALL by using interlaminar shear (ILSS) and Iosipescu tests. They observed that
hygrothermal conditioning degraded the Iosipescu shear strength of CF/E and CARALL
composites due to the higher moisture absorption in these materials. They have reported a
decrease in the shear results by nearly 12 and 6%, respectively.
G.R. Rajkumar et al. [79] studied the effect of strain rate and layup configuration on the
tensile and flexural behavior of GLARE and CARALL FMLs having 3/2 stacking sequence.
They observed that tensile strength increased with increasing the strain rate while flexural
strength decreased with increasing the strain rate. They also reported that carbon fiber based
FMLs have maximum tensile and flexural strength whereas glass fiber based FMLs showed
minimum strengths and hybrid structure strengths lies between them. Jung Goo Kim et al. [80]
studied the tensile behaviors of CARALL FMLs with different stacking sequences for carbon
fiber/epoxy layers at strain rates between 0.001/s and 100/s and compared the properties of these
FMLs to the results of aluminum and carbon fiber reinforced polymer composites tested under
the same conditions. They reported that tensile strength of the AL alloy specimen was decreased
by 5% as the strain rate increased. However the tensile strength and the failure strain increased as
the strain rate increased for the CARALL FMLs, and the increase in tensile strength varied
depending on the stacking sequence of the CFRP layer.
2.3.2 Impact Behavior and Impact Event Modeling of CARALL Fiber Metal Laminates
Bieniaś J. et al. [81] investigated the resistance to low velocity impact of aluminum alloys
and a carbon/epoxy composite laminates. Their results show that the ply orientation in
unidirectional carbon/epoxy and aluminum laminates has particular importance for their impact
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resistance. They have reported that the fiber metal laminate system with 0/90 and (±45) ply
sequences in the carbon fiber reinforced composite have the best behavior followed by the (0)
configuration.
Song S.H. et al. [82] studied the impact performance of CARALL laminates with the
drop weight impact tests and dynamic non-linear transient simulations. The experimental results
of this study verify that the specimen impacted by 2.35 J shows no critical damage but there were
significant fiber and matrix failures in CFRP layers and a shear crack on the aluminum surface of
specimen impacted by 9.40 J. The similar tendency was observed with the numerical analysis
also. They reported that the specimen impacted by 2.35 J absorbed 64% and specimen impacted
by 9.40 J absorbed 83%.of the impact energy. Lawcock G. [83] investigated the effect of
fiber/matrix adhesion on the impact properties of carbon fiber reinforced metal laminates. Their
results show that the laminates with the weaker fiber/matrix adhesion associated with the
untreated carbon fibers exhibit larger damage zones and in slightly higher energies for the first
failure, although the rear face crack length and ultimate indentation after impact are smaller for a
given impact energy. They also reported that the laminates with untreated fibers have the higher
residual tensile strength after impact due to increased fiber/matrix splitting in the composite
layer. Kim H.S. [84] studied the low-velocity impact damage characteristics of
aluminum/composite hybrid drive shaft whose composite layer was placed interior to the
aluminum layer of the shaft. They have reported that when the thickness of the aluminum tube
was larger than the 3 mm, the damaged area of the composite layer decreased significantly. Their
results also showed that when the glass fabric composite was employed as an insulating layer,
the damaged mode changes from the delamination failure between the aluminum tube and the
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glass fabric composite to the delamination failure between the plies of the carbon epoxy
composite layer.
Yu, Guo-Cai, et al. [85] investigated the low-velocity impact behavior of the carbon fiber
aluminum laminates (CARALL) to study the effect of the properties of aluminum alloy on the
low-velocity impact response of CARALL. He performed numerical simulation using user-
defined materials subroutine (VUMAT) with Hashin’s 3D damage constitutive model. He
reported that impact resistance property of CARALL is better than Glare due to the enormous
strength and stiffness of carbon fiber reinforced composite (CFRP). He also showed that the
impact resistance of CARALL is improved by increasing the yield strength of the aluminum
alloy. G.R. Rajkumar et al. [86] investigated the repeated low-velocity impact behavior of glass
fiber reinforced aluminum laminates and carbon fiber reinforced aluminum laminates at the same
location using drop weight tester. They observed that monolithic aluminum plates, GLARE, and
CARALL FMLs show different behavior for load carrying capacity and damage behavior. The
maximum load carrying capacity is higher in the case of monolithic aluminum due to the
superior energy-absorbing behavior of Al alloy. The damage is localized only at impact area in
the case of GLARE and CARALL FMLs, hence lower energy-absorbing capacity. They also
reported that GLARE offer a better energy absorption than CARALL due to carbon-based FML
allows the progression of cracks within the laminate.
Bienias Jaroslaw [87] conducted a comparative study on the low-velocity impact
resistance of aluminum/carbon and glass fiber metal laminates investigating the influence of
fiber orientations on the load-time response, damage size and damage depth in relation to various
energy levels. They observed that carbon fiber laminates showed a higher tendency to a
perforation in comparison to laminates containing glass fibers. They also reported that GLARE
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FMLs absorbed energy mainly through plastic deformation as well as through delamination
initiation and propagation, whereas CARALL fiber metal laminates absorb energy through
penetration and perforation. J. Bieniaś et al. [88] investigated the impact behavior and damage
mechanisms of carbon fiber reinforced aluminum hybrid laminates in comparison to classic
carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) at low-velocity impact event. They reported that the
absorbed impact energy is mainly connected with elastic response and damage of the laminate in
the case of carbon fiber reinforced composites whereas in case of fiber metal laminates it is also
associated with plastic deformation of the laminate, occurring especially in the metal layers.
They also reported that delamination propagation and impactor penetration may be prevented by
metallic aluminum layers due to high impact resistance of fiber metal laminates. The CARALL
systems developed in some of the above mentioned research studies [81] had adhesive layer
between metal and composite layers, whereas in others no information about the use of adhesive
film was mentioned. So it was assumed that these FMLs are cured with the adhesive film layers
as well.
2.4 Research Objectives
Carbon fiber reinforced aluminum laminates are developed primarily by using the
adhesive films along with the etching or anodization of aluminum layers in the literature articles
reviewed. Therefore, the processing of these laminate involves an additional step i.e acid
treatment of aluminum layers impacting both cost and time. One of the objectives of this
research work was to process the carbon fiber reinforced aluminum laminates without using any
adhesive film and acid treatment of aluminum layers with the vision to investigate opportunities
of using these light-weight fiber metal laminates made up of woven carbon fiber/epoxy sheets
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and aluminum layers for automotive applications by making manufacturing process of FMLs
faster and more cost effective.
It is considered that enough integrity can be maintained without the use of adhesives and
acid etching or anodization of aluminum layers. There is a possibility of a galvanic cell
formation leading to corrosion when carbon fiber/epoxy and aluminum are directly brought into
contact in the presence of electrolytic media due to the high potential difference. To address this
issue, in the second division of this research; the CARALL laminates were processed by
inserting an epoxy resin rich polyester veil cloth in between the carbon fiber and aluminum
layers. The major other objectives of this research work can be summarized as:
 Experimental characterization of damage mechanisms and behavior of these fiber metal
laminates under tensile, flexural and impact loading
 Measurement of the residual strength of the fiber metal laminate structure through post
impact experimental testing i.e. CAI test.
 Analytical prediction of thermal residual stresses developed during the curing of these
fiber metal laminate under the effect of temperature and pressure through finite element
analysis
 Investigation of the effect of resin rich layer (polyester veil cloth) on flexural, tensile,
low-velocity impact & compression after impact characteristics of carbon fiber reinforced
aluminum laminates.
 Numerical prediction of three-point flexural, tensile and low-velocity impact behavior of
the CARALL FMLs using LS-DYNA finite element analysis.
 Calculation of weight savings with carbon reinforced fiber metal laminates in reference to
monolithic aluminum of similar geometrical parameters.
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CHAPTER 3 FIBER METAL LAMINATE MATERIALS &
CONSTRUCTION
3.1 Material Description
Aluminum 5052-H32 material was used for the Aluminum layers in the fiber metal
laminate configurations. As 5052-H32 aluminum has excellent finishing qualities, it is often
referred to as "Anodize Quality Aluminum". In order to cause substantial lowering of the melting
point without producing brittleness, magnesium is the major alloying element in 5052. A
schematic illustration of aluminum 5052-H32 sheet is shown in Figure 3.1. 5052 series is far
stronger than the 1100 or 3000 series aluminum and have good forming qualities. 5052-H32 has
good resistance to corrosion, especially in salt water or marine atmospheres. Weldability is also
very good for aluminum 5052 series. The chemical composition of aluminum 5052-H32 is given
in Table 3.1. The mechanical properties of the 5052-H32 aluminum alloy are given in Table 3.2.
Figure 3.1: Aluminum 5052-H32 sheet used in making fiber metal laminates.[89]
Table 3.1: Chemical composition of aluminum 5052-H32 alloy [90]
Manganese
(Mn) Max
Silicon (Si)
Max
Chromium
(Cr)
Copper
(Cu) Max
Iron (Fe)
Max
Zinc (Zn)
Max
Magnesium
(Mg)
0.1 0.25 0.15-0.35 0.1 0.4 0.1 2.2-2.8
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Table 3.2: Mechanical properties of aluminum 5052-H32.
Properties ρ(g/cc)
E
(GPa)
UTS
(Mpa)
σy
(Mpa)
εeff
plastic ν
α,
/°C
G
(GPa)
Shear
Strength
(Mpa)
2.68 70.3 228 150 0.09 0.33 25.7*10-6 26.4 138
Woven carbon fiber/epoxy prepreg known as VTM264/CF302 manufactured by
CYCTEC was used as a material for the fibrous layers in the fiber metal laminate construction.
This prepreg system has 2 x 2 twill weave fabric style with 3K FT300B40B fibers. Twill weave
fabric style is constructed with interlocking of reinforcement carbon tows upon themselves with
over/under placement during the weaving process. Here the size of carbon tow is represented by
3K. Bundle of continuous carbon fibers having size generally 5-10 microns is known as carbon
tow. A number of filaments in tow describes the size of the tow. Multiplication by 1000 is
indicated by the letter K to the filament number. Therefore, 3000 carbon filaments are contained
by 3K size carbon tow. 2 x 2 designation stands for that there are two tows per inch in each
direction. Figure 3.2 describes the individual carbon tows in unidirectional and woven fabric
prepreg systems.
Figure 3.2: Individual carbon toes in unidirectional and fabric style prepreg systems [91]
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Twill weave offers greater conformability and delivers a slightly more strength as
compared to plain weave counterparts. It is highly desirable for modern composites parts in auto,
marine and sporting goods industries because of its signature appearance. The schematic diagram
of fibers with twill weave construction style is described in figure 1.7. The in-plane mechanical
properties of the woven carbon fiber/epoxy prepreg are given in Table 3.3. A viewgraph of
woven carbon fiber/epoxy prepreg before curing used in the FML manufacturing is shown in
Figure 3.3.
Table 3.3: Twill weaves carbon fiber/epoxy properties
Material ρ(kg/m3)
E11
(GPa)
E22
(GPa) ν21
G12
(GPa)
G23
(GPa)
Xc Yc Xt Yt Sc α*10-6,
/°C(MPa)
Carbon
fiber 1600 60 60.5 0.05 3.90 2.30 540 560 700 745 95 2.8
Figure 3.3: Woven carbon fiber/epoxy prepreg before curing.
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The synthetic surface veil used in this research is a non-woven fabric manufactured from
Dacron®106 homopolymer and it is commercially known as Nexus®. It. This polyester fiber has
an aperture design that provides the necessary flexibility for the fabrication. Nexus® polyester
fiber surfacing fabrics are formed by a unique binder-free process of hydraulic fiber
entanglement that results in a web with both vertical and horizontal fiber orientation. This ability
to orient fiber vertically as well as horizontally improves the interlaminar bond strength of
surface layers reinforced with Nexus. The relatively high fiber elongation of Nexus® fabrics
makes them particularly compatible with corrosion resistant laminating resins. These fabrics can
be applied to both interior and exterior surfaces of products offering excellent impact, corrosion,
weather, and UV-resistance. The thickness of polyester surfacing veil cloth is approximately
close to 8 mils. A viewgraph of polyester surfacing veil is shown in figure 3.4.
Figure 3.4: Polyester synthetic surface veil.
3.2 Fiber Metal Laminate Construction
Fiber metal laminates specimens were cured by using flat steel mold plates of 12” x 12”.
Release agent was applied to mold plates in order to facilitate the removal of specimens after
curing. Grit paper was used to make the surface of aluminum sheet slightly rough so as to
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increase the interlocking b/w the carbon fiber and aluminum layers. A schematic of mechanical
interlocking produced by abrasion in cured laminate is shown in figure 3.5.
Figure 3.5: Mechanical interlocking induced due to crevices produced by abrasion. [32]
Aluminum sheets were not treated with any other surface pretreatment like phosphoric
acid etching or chromic acid anodization etc. in order to make the laminate curing process fast as
is desired in the automotive sector. The aluminum sheets were then cleaned with a solution of
acetone in order to ensure that no grease or any other dirt remained on it. Later these sheets were
cut into desired profile with the help of water jet cutting machine. Carbon fiber/epoxy prepreg
layers were then cut accordingly with hand cutter. Prepreg plies were hand laid on the shaped
aluminum sheets and no external adhesive was used at the carbon fiber/epoxy and aluminum
interface. The uncured specimens were then placed between the mold plates which were
prepared earlier by applying mold release agent. The whole system including mold plates and
uncured specimens was placed in the vacuum press shown in figure 3.6 to cure the fiber metal
laminate specimens. During the curing process, the layered prepreg and aluminum system was
kept in vacuum and 0.35 MPa pressure was applied on the layered system at 135°C for 60
minutes. The carbon fiber/epoxy & aluminum layered system was then cooled by passing mist
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and water over the platten for 15 minutes each. The completely cured laminate was removed
from the mold plate after the completion of the curing cycle. The complete curing cycle used for
making the fiber metal laminates in vacuum press is shown in figure 3.7. Cured FML specimens
were cleaned with the help of Dremel tool to remove the extra resin that came outside the
samples.
Figure 3.6: Autoclave vacuum press machine used for curing the laminates
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Figure 3.7: Vacuum press curing cycle at 0.35 MPa pressure.
3.3 Preliminary Tests
Several mechanical properties of fiber metal laminates constituents are needed for finite
element analysis of these FMLs. Basic properties of carbon fiber/epoxy prepreg and aluminum
were provided by the material suppliers. To model the interaction between aluminum and carbon
fiber/epoxy layers accurately in finite element analysis, normal strength and shear strength of
aluminum-carbon fiber/epoxy bond was required. Therefore, T-peel and double notch shear
strength test was conducted to evaluate the shear strength of aluminum-carbon fiber/epoxy bond.
3.3.1 Double Notch Shear Strength Test
Double notch shear tests on carbon fiber/epoxy and aluminum symmetric hybrid samples
were done as per ASTM D3846 [92] test method.  Hybrid fiber metal laminate samples of 152.4
mm x 12.7mm containing 6 plies of woven carbon fiber/epoxy prepreg on each side of the
aluminum sheet having 1mm thickness were cured for double notch shear tests. The groove was
cut into the carbon fiber and aluminum layers and with the help of Dremel tool to define a joint
zone of 12.5 mm. To avoid direct pressure on the laminate in the gripping area, Grit paper is
used on the laminate. The schematic of hybrid FML test sample is shown in figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: Schematic of double notch test specimen.[93]
Double notch shear tests were performed by using MTS machine at a strain rate of 0.5
mm/sec. The load carried by carbon fiber/aluminum bond length was converted to stress data by
using force-stress relationship formula to get the shear strength of bond b/w carbon fiber and
aluminum layers. Double notch test coupon secured in MTS testing machine and damaged test
coupon is shown in figure 3.9. Force-displacement plots obtained from the double notch shear
test are shown in figure 3.10. Shear strength calculations for the strength of the bond is shown in
Table 3.4. This shear strength value obtained for carbon fiber/epoxy and aluminum bond is
utilized as an input parameter for the numerical modeling in LS-DYNA.
Table 3.4: Aluminum-carbon fiber/epoxy bond shear strength results
S.no Test Type Load, P (N) Shear Stress (MPa)
1
Double Notch Shear
Test
4555.53 13.54
2 4061.63 13.45
3 4960.47 14.81
4 3187.34 13.60
Average 13.85
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Figure 3.9: a) Double notch shear test coupon (b) coupon secured in MTS testing machine (c)
damaged test coupon.
Figure 3.10: Typical force-displacement curve obtained from double notch shear test.
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3.3.2 Static T-Peel Test
The peel resistance of carbon fiber/epoxy-aluminum bond was determined by conducting
a T-peel test by referring ASTM D1876 [94] and ISO 11339 [95] standards. Relative peel
resistance of adhesive joints manufactured from flexible metallic adherend (e.g. thin steel or
aluminum alloy sheet) is most widely determined by the T-(or 180°) peel test. The adherend is
said to be flexible if it bends through 90° without breaking or cracking. Peel resistance being
defined as the average force per unit test specimen width, measured along the bond line that is
required to separate progressively two adherend members of a bonded joint [95].
Hybrid FML specimens  having 200 mm x 25.4mm geometrical dimensions containing
50.4 mm initial crack provided by placing Teflon sheet in between woven carbon fiber/epoxy
prepreg and aluminum sheet each having 1 mm thickness were cured for T-peel tests. Prior to
bonding, the surface roughness of aluminum adherend was increased with grit paper of size 60
and then degreased with acetone. The hinges were glued to specimens in the region having the
initial crack with the help of the epoxy resin by keeping it at room temperature for curing by
itself for 24 hrs. The purpose of using the hinges was to not fix the angle between the bond line
and the direction of applied force during the test. The specimen schematic with dimensions is
shown in Figure 3.11.
Figure 3.11: Schematic of T-peel specimen along with dimensions (mm).
T-peel static strength can be detrimentally influenced by specimen misalignment,
although the effect is very small for the bond line thickness (i.e. 0.1 mm) used in the test. This
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effect becomes more apparent with increasing bond line thickness. Testing was very simple
because it doesn’t require any special fixture. Tensile tests were conducted with displacement
rate of 0.5mm/sec on specimens under standard laboratory conditions (23°C/50% relative
humidity) according to ASTM specifications. The specimens were held by a pair of well-aligned
servo-hydraulic operated wedge action grips with a lateral pressure of 0.7 MPa. Instron MTS
machine software was used to control the test machine and to collect the test data. Five
specimens per conditions were tested. Figure 3.12 illustrate the specimen during the T-peel test.
Figure 3.12: T-Peel test being conducted.
Peel strength is defined as the force per unit width required to start failure and maintain a
specified rate of failure using of a stress applied in a peeling mode [95]. Static strength (peak
load/force to initiate failure) and average peeling force (Figure 3.13) were the two type of loads
recorded for each test. The static strength data along with the average peeling force is shown in
Table 3.5 for carbon fiber/epoxy-aluminum specimens. Static normal strength was considered on
the basis of average peeling force rather than peak load to neglect the effect accumulated resin at
the crack tip of initial crack during bonding of hinges to the specimen.
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Figure 3.13: Typical load-displacement plot achieved from T-peel tests of CFC-aluminum bond.
Table 3.5: Aluminum-carbon fiber/epoxy bond normal strength results.
S.no Average Peeling Load (N) Static Strength Test Type
1 23 37
T-Peel Test
2 28 44
3 18 55
4 15 25
5 20 35
Average 20.8 39.2
3.3.3 Polyester Synthetic Veil Tensile Test
Tensile tested were carried to determine the properties of polyester synthetic veil/epoxy
layers so that parameters can be used as input to the finite element analysis. A panel consisting of
eight layers of polyester surfacing veil/epoxy having 200 x 200 dimensions was prepared by
employing hand layup method and cured with autoclave vacuum press using the same curing
cycle as of carbon fiber/epoxy. The cured panel was cut into test coupons having dimensions of
200 mm x 25.4 x 1.35 mm with the help of band saw. The cross section samples were maintained
as rectangular to avoid failure near the grip. To avoid direct pressure on the specimen in the grip
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area, grit paper was used on the laminate in the gripping. An extensometer was used during the
test to obtain strain data from the coupon. The specimen during the tensile and damaged coupon
after the test is shown in figure 3.14.
Figure 3.14: Polyester surfacing veil coupon during the test and damaged specimen after the test.
Figure 3.15: Typical stress- strain response of polyester synthetic surfacing veil/epoxy laminate
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The load-displacement data of machine was converted to the stress-strain curve
considering specimen geometrical dimensions. The typical stress- strain response of polyester
synthetic surfacing veil/epoxy laminate is shown in figure 3.15. Elastic modulus, ultimate tensile
strength, and the strain were obtained from the results. The thermal expansion coefficient data
for polyester synthetic surfacing veil was not available in the literature. So its thermal expansion
coefficient was assumed close to E-glass fabric surfacing veil and calculated by considering
Turner’s equation which takes into account the modulus of both matrix and fibers. The subscripts
m and f in the turner’s equation represents the epoxy matrix and E-glass fiber. The properties of
E-glass fiber and epoxy matrix used to calculate the thermal expansion coefficient of surfacing
veil cloth is given by Table 3.6. Tensile and thermal expansion coefficient properties for the
polyester veil cloth is summarized in Table 3.7.= ν + νν + ν (1)
Table 3.6: Properties of epoxy matrix and E-glass fiber used in turner’s equation
Properties CTE, α (C-1) Modulus, k (GPa) Volume fraction, ν
Eglass Fiber 10*10-6 72 0.3
Epoxy matrix 45.6*10-6 3.7 0.7
Table 3.7: Tensile and thermal expansion properties for the polyester veil cloth.
Material ρ(kg/m3) E (GPa) Failure stress (MPa) ν CTE, α (C-1)
Cloth 1471 14.5 240 0.34 0.381*10-6
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3.3.4 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) Cross-section Imaging
The presence of epoxy resin layer between CFRP and aluminum layers in specimens
cured by without any external adhesive film was observed by using SEM imaging technique.
This epoxy resin layer will act as a barrier between CFRP and aluminum layers and help to
hinder the occurrence of galvanic corrosion on aluminum layers. The cross section of CARALL
fiber metal laminate sample was carefully cut from multiple locations by using a diamond cutter
and polished by using sand paper # 1200. The presence of epoxy resin layer having 4µm average
thickness between adjacent CRFP and aluminum layer is shown in figure 3.16:
Figure 3.16: SEM image of CARALL’s Cross section.
3.4 SPECIMEN DETAILS
Carbon fiber reinforced aluminum laminates having two different stacking sequence were
studied in this research. The effect of inserting epoxy resin dipped veil cloth between the
aluminum and carbon fiber/epoxy layers on the both type of laminates. The layup sequence of all
10µm CFRP
AL
Epoxy resin layer
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the samples studied in this research work along with the nomenclature adopted for naming the
samples is schematically described in figure 3.17 (a) & (b).
Figure 3.17: Carbon fiber/epoxy –aluminum laminates nomenclature and stacking sequence.
The samples of both configurations were accurately weighed and their geometrical
dimensions were measured using slide caliper before undergoing the test procedure. The
calculation of weight savings was done by comparing the calculated weight of samples through
metal volume fraction formulation to the weight of monolithic pure Aluminum 5052-H32
samples. The total laminate thickness, specimen type, metal volume fraction of all type of
samples is provided in Table 3.8.
(a)
(b)
CARALL A
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Table 3.8: Specimen notations and layup sequence for CARALL fiber metal laminates
Specimen
Designation Layup Sequence
Metal Volume
Fraction (%)
Laminate
Thickness (mm)
CARALL A AL-CFRP-AL-CFRP-AL 65 2.3±0.08
CARALL A with
Cloth Layers
AL-Cloth-CFRP-Cloth-AL-Cloth-
CFRP-Cloth-AL 49.2 2.9±0.1
CARALL B CFRP-AL-CFRP-AL-CFRP 50 2.0±0.03
CARALL B with
Cloth Layers
CFRP-Cloth-AL-Cloth-CFRP-
Cloth-AL-Cloth-CFRP 35 2.6±0.12
3.5 Weight Saving with CARALL FMLs
Rule of mixture equations was employed to calculate the weight savings by using carbon
fiber reinforced aluminum laminate as described in the following section. The reduction in
weight results obtained from the rule of mixtures analytical equations was compared to those
obtained by measuring the weight of the samples. Rule of mixture equations showed excellent
agreement with the weight reduction results obtained from specimen weight measurement. Table
3.9 and 3.10 provides the results obtained from the rule of mixture equations and specimen
weight measurement, respectively.
3.5.1 Rule of mixture
Density of carbon fiber, = 1.8 /
Epoxy matrix density, = 1.3 /
Fiber volume fraction, = 0.52
Carbon fiber/epoxy laminate density, = + (1 − ) =1.56 g/cc
Metal Volume Fraction (MVF) = Total thickness of aluminum layers/ Total FML thickness
FML Density (ρFML) = MVF ∗ + (1 − MVF) ∗ (2)
Veil cloth Density, = 1.47 /
Veil cloth volume fraction (CVF) = Total thickness of veil cloth layers/ Total FML thickness
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FML Density with cloth (ρ FMLwith cloth) = MVF ∗ + CVF ∗ + (1 − (MVF + CVF)) ∗ (3)
Table 3.9: Weight savings with CARALL laminates obtained with rule of mixture equations
Sample
Monolithic
AL
Thickness
(cm)
Monolithic
AL
Weight
(g)
FML
Thickness
(cm)
MVF
(g/cc)
FML
Volume
(cm3)
FML
Weight
(g)
Weight
savings
%
CARALL A
0.3 31.12
0.23 0.65 2.29 8.903 20.38 34.5
CARALL A
with cloth
Layers
0.29 0.51 2.08 11.22 23.33 25.0
CARALL B
0.254 26.35
0.2 0.492 2.11 7.858 16.58 37.0
CARALL B
with cloth
Layers
0.26 0.38 1.93 10.06 19.42 26.2
The carbon fiber reinforced laminate specimens with different constituents and layup
sequence offer different weight savings results. As expected the addition of resin dipped veil
cloth effect the weight saving results by decreasing it approximately by 8-9 % due to increase in
the thickness of the laminate. Although there is a decrease in weight savings, there is a
possibility of savings approximately around 25 % of using CARALL laminates.
3.5.2 Sample Weight Measurement
Table 3.10: Weight savings with CARALL laminates obtained by measuring the weight of
samples.
sample Monolithic AL Weight (g) FML Weight (g) Weight savings %
CARALL A
31
20 35.4
CARALL A with
cloth Layers 22 29.1
CARALL B
26
16 38.4
CARALL B with
cloth Layers 19 26.9
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CHAPTER 4 THERMAL RESIDUAL STRESSES
Fiber metal laminates are lightweight materials, consisting of very thin layers of metallic
sheets interspersed with layers of fiber reinforced adhesives. The engineering aim behind the
design of fiber metal laminates is to have combined best properties of metals and fiber-reinforced
composites. Different materials can be used to create such hybrid material systems. However, in
reality, any arbitrary combinations of materials would result in poor structural quality due to the
existence of difficulties such as very high residual thermal stresses during the fabrication
process, galvanic corrosion, etc. during the manufacturing of these mixed materials. Residual
stresses are developed in fiber metal laminates (FML) during autoclave curing process due to a
mismatch between coefficients of thermal expansion of fiber layers and metal layers.
Several others parameters such as thermal contraction which arises during the post-
fabrication cooling process, laminate layup, volumetric shrinkage of resin, the morphology of
fibers, mold material, thermal gradient during cooling, etc. contribute to the development of
these residual stresses. The undesirable effects of residual stresses are distortions of finished
components when cooled and removed from molds (dimensional stability), failure in the
manufactured products (e.g. matrix cracking, interfacial failure, ply failure) etc. Such stresses
can subsequently reduce the design life and durability of Fiber metal laminates. Therefore,
prediction and measurement of residual stresses are important in relation to achieve the durable
performance of fiber metal laminates. Therefore, the prediction of these residual stresses was
done in the above stated two FML configurations before predicting their mechanical behavior.
4.1 Analytical Method
An analytical model was developed to estimate and validate the FEA results for residual
thermal stresses. The sum of residual stresses developed during the cooling process has to be
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zero when the FML is in an unloaded state. In other words, it means that the forces of the layers
need to be balanced. Therefore, the following equations can be developed for estimating the
residual thermal stress in FML configuration considering properties of layers.= ( − ) ∗ ∆1 − + 2(1 − ) (4)
= ( − ) ∗ ∆(1 − ) ∗2 + (1 − ) (5)
In the above equations, the subscripts "al" and "c" stand for aluminum and woven
composite, respectively. The symbol tal is the notation for the thickness of an aluminum layer and
tc is the total thickness of the carbon fiber/epoxy layers. The temperature change ΔT is
considered with negative sign since it is cooling down the process.
Figure 4.1: Effect of ply thickness on thermal residual stresses.
The effect of thickness of fiber metal laminates constituents layers on the thermal
residual stress can be described on by plotting the variation of residual thermal stress as a
function of thickness ratio. Figure 4.1 describes the thermal stress variation with thickness ratio
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for CARALL-A configuration. It can be seen that ply thickness plays an important role in the
magnitude of the residual stresses. As expected, the results show tensile stresses in metallic
layers and compressive stresses in Carbon fiber/epoxy composite layers.
4.2 Thermal Residual Stresses Finite Element Analysis
A three-dimensional (3D) finite element (FE) model was developed to predict cure-induced
residual stresses for tensile, flexural and low-velocity impact specimens. The three-dimensional FE
package, LS-Dyna was used for the prediction of geometrical changes of the woven carbon/epoxy
composite reinforced aluminum alloys specimens. Layered solid elements with perfect bonding
between the layers are used. The element formulation ELFORM 16 with full integration has been
used for both aluminum and carbon fiber/epoxy layers. Since the cool-down part is dominant in the
development of distortions, this part of cure cycle is used as a primary modeling in static simulation
of residual stresses. Ls-Dyna FE package calculates the thermal residual stresses considering a
linear relationship between thermal strain and change in temperature at every increment in
simulation time. Thermal stress is calculated by using strain values at each integration point as= . = . . ∆ ( )
The thermal load is ΔT, the temperature difference between ambient temperature and cure
temperature. The thermal load was applied through *Thermal Load Curve keyword on the FE
model. The aluminum layers were modeled using Piecewise Linear Plasticity model. Enhanced
Composite Damage material model and Plastic Kinematic model was employed for modeling the
carbon fiber/epoxy and synthetic surfacing veil layers. Thermal Expansion coefficient was added to
both materials through Add Thermal Expansion material card. The contact between adjacent layers
was applied using, Tied Surface To Surface contact algorithm. Material properties are assumed to
be independent of temperature during analysis and in the final (after cool down) phase. The material
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properties of carbon fiber/epoxy and aluminum layers used in the residual thermal stress modeling
are given in Tables 3.2, 3.3 and 3.7. Finite element models developed for thermal residual stress
prediction for flexural specimens are shown in Figure 4.2.
Figure 4.2: Thermal residual stress FE model schematics of CARALL-A & B flexure specimens
Thermal residual stresses were predicted for all specimens studied in this research. Force
equilibrium based thermal residual stress theoretical model does not take shape effect into
consideration, as a result it generated identical results for all specimens. Moreover, it is not
applicable to specimens made by inserting synthetic veil cloth layers because it is only valid for
laminates made up of two constituents. A comparison between analytical model and finite
element model results is made in Table 4.1 for CARALL-A & B flexural specimen’s only as the
analytical model is not shaped dependent. Finite element thermal residual stress predictions for
CARALL-A & B flexural specimens made by inserting synthetic surfacing veil cloth is also
mentioned in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: Thermal residual stress predictions in flexural samples.
CARALL-A CARALL-Awith veil CARALL-B
CARALL-B
with veil
FEA Theory FEA Theory
Aluminum
Layers
(Mpa)
σx 79.61 86.75 90.2 106.9 100.2 133.2
σy 85.14 86.75 90.3 107.2 100.2 132.4
τxy ≈ 0 0 ≈ 0 ≈ 0 ≈ 0
Carbon
Fiber/epoxy
Layers
(Mpa)
σx -127.7 108.4 -119.4 -109 -100.3 -80.3
σy -126.2 108.4 -120.6 -109 -100.3 -80.0
τxy ≈ 0 0 ≈ 0 ≈ 0 ≈ 0
Polyester
Veil Cloth
Layers
(Mpa)
σx -12.2 5.23
σy -10.6 2.96
τxy ≈ 0 ≈ 0
A close agreement has been found between the thermal residual stress results produced
by FEA results and analytical model results. Thermal residual stress also shows the effect of the
addition of synthetic surfacing veil cloth layers. Residual stresses are reduced in aluminum layers
whereas they get increased in carbon fiber/epoxy layers with the addition of polyester veil layers.
Figure 4.3 & 4.4 exemplifies the FEA X stress predictions contours of CARALL-A & CARALL-
A with veil layers specimens and CARALL-B & CARALL-B with veil layers specimens,
respectively
(a)Aluminum
Carbon Fiber/Epoxy
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Figure 4.3: X stress plots for residual stresses; (a) CARALL-A, (b) CARALL-A with veil layers
Figure 4.4: X stress plots for residual stresses; (a) CARALL-B, (b) CARALL-B with veil layers
Aluminum
Polyester Surfacing Veil
Carbon Fiber/Epoxy
(b)
(b)
(a)
Aluminum
Aluminum
Carbon Fiber/Epoxy
Carbon Fiber/Epoxy
Polyester Surfacing Veil
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CHAPTER 5 STATIC TENSILE TEST & DATA ANALYSIS
5.1 Tensile Test Experimental Aspects
Tensile tests were conducted on CARALL fiber metal laminate samples according to
ASTM D 3039 standard to obtain Young’s modulus, the tensile strength, the strain to failure, as
well as the failure modes of each system. Tensile tests were conducted at room temperature
(25°C) on the standard specimens and the results were compared together in order to study the
mechanical behavior of both fiber metal laminate configurations and compare the results with
plain monolithic aluminum 5052-h32 samples. The nominal dimensions of samples are shown in
figure 5.1.
Figure 5.1: Nominal dimensions of tensile test samples
Tensile tests were carried out at a constant displacement rate of 0.05 mm/s using MTS
Instron machine equipped with the hydraulic wedge grips with 200KN force capacity. Clip-on
extensometer with a gauge length of 20 mm was used to measure the modulus of elasticity of
each sample. The load transducer which is located on the top record the load taken by the beam.
Load taken by fiber metal laminated beams, machine displacement and time duration of the test
were written down at 0.1s intervals with the help of the computerized controlled compression
testing machine. The entire duration of three point tensile tests was monitored with the help of
pictures and videos, which were later analyzed for critical failure mode and correlated with the
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time data obtained from the computerized controlled data acquisition system. The complete test
setup including MTS Instron testing machine and the FML specimen during the tensile test is
shown in figure 5.2.
Figure 5.2: Tensile test setup with MTS machine.
5.1.1 Effect of Polyester Synthetic Surfacing Veil Cloth Layers on Tensile Behavior
FML’s tensile properties are greatly influenced by their individual components.
Composite and metal layers are loaded elastically in a first linear part of the stress-strain curve.
So, FML configurations exhibit well-defined elastic response from the composite layers and
aluminum up to 0.2% strain in tensile stress- strain curves. The stress-strain-curve gets into a
transition area, once the metal starts yielding, where it is no longer linear. Since the tensile
behavior of carbon fiber composite is linear elastic until fracture, the stress-strain relation
becomes linear again as the carbon fiber layers are still reinforcing the laminate. It is well known
that in the tensile mode, the Al yields but does not fail until the composite layers have failed.
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Fiber metal laminate configurations have a combination of high stiffness and strength from the
composite layer and good impact properties from the aluminum layer. The load–displacement
curves were converted to the tensile stress–strain diagrams for specimens of each category.
Typical stress-strain plots characterizing the tensile response of CARALL-A & CARALL-B
without the veil cloth is shown in figures 5.3, whereas the tensile response of both FMLs having
polyester veil cloth layers in shown in figure 5.4.
Figure 5.3: Tensile behavior of CARALL FMLs without veil cloth layers.
It can be observed from figure 5.3 that the tensile strength of CARALL-B is more than
CARALL-A FML. Carbon fiber/epoxy and aluminum layers fail at different strain values in both
FMLs as the interface bond are not strong enough to transfer the stresses to aluminum layers
after the failure of carbon fiber/epoxy layers. Carbon fiber/epoxy and aluminum layers failed at
strain value of 0.011 and 0.078 respectively in both configurations. The difference in the strength
values of aluminum layers after the failure of carbon fiber/epoxy layers at a tensile strain level of
0.011 in both FMLs is due to the volume fraction of aluminum layers. The strength of aluminum
layers is reduced to about 125 MPa in CARALL-A FMLs whereas in CARALL-B it is reduced
to 100 MPa due to less volume fraction of aluminum in CARALL-B.
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Figure 5.4: Tensile behavior of CARALL FMLs having polyester veil cloth layers.
The interface bond between the carbon fiber/epoxy lamina and the aluminum plays an
important role in the transfer of stresses in FML composites as fiber matrix interface bond plays
in the carbon fiber reinforced laminate composites. The addition of polyester surfacing veil cloth
makes the interface bond much stronger. As a result, of this, the tensile stresses are transferred to
aluminum layers in specimens made with polyester surfacing veil cloth. The carbon fiber/epoxy
and aluminum layers failed approximately at same strain value i.e. 0.012 (figure 5.4) due to the
transfer of stresses. In addition to making the interface bond stronger, the addition of polyester
veil cloth also increases the ultimate tensile strength of both CARALL FML specimens which
can be inferred by comparing Figures 5.3 and 5.4.
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5.2 Tensile Test Finite Element Analysis
The tensile behavior of FMLs was modeled by commercially available LS-DYNA FEM
software. Static analysis was performed by using explicit time integration scheme. The
development of FE model for tensile test numerical simulations in LS-DYNA includes
discretization of geometry into finite elements, modeling of a composite material including
intralaminar failure and delamination failure, modeling of aluminum material with strain-based
failure criteria, initialization of predicted thermal residual stresses and applying appropriate
boundary conditions.
5.2.1 Discretization of Tensile FML Specimen
Hypermesh, a preprocessor for finite element mesh generation is used to build the tensile
FE model for CARALL FML configurations. Both the aluminum layers and carbon fiber/epoxy
layers in FE model were modeled with 8-node solid elements (ELFORM 2). Element length of
1.5 mm was maintained in the gauge length region and 2 mm in the grip area of tensile FE
models for both FMLs. In the normal solution phase, the appropriate boundary conditions were
employed to perform the tensile simulation of CARALL FML specimens. The specimens were
constrained from one end in all three translation degrees of freedom and pulled from another end
at a loading of 0.05mm/s. Since the delamination failure between carbon fiber/epoxy and
aluminum layers is only observed in gauge length region of tensile FML specimens in
experimental work, therefore carbon fiber/epoxy layers were connected to aluminum layers by
Contact Automatic One Way Surface to Surface Tiebreak Contact in gauge length region and
Tied Automatic Surface to Surface contact was used to connect the carbon fiber/epoxy &
aluminum layers in grip area. The load-displacement data were collected using LS-PrePost and
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Microsoft Excel software. Figure 5.5 describes the finite element mesh and boundary conditions
adopted for tensile simulation of CARALL FML specimens.
Figure 5.5: Static tensile simulation FE model
5.2.2 Composite (CFRP) Material Model
The tensile behavior of the woven carbon fiber/epoxy layers was modeled using Chang-
Chang [96] damage initiation criteria inbuilt in Enhanced Composite Damage (Mat_054)
material model of LS-DYNA. According to this failure criterion, damage in composite laminate
occurs when one of the following failure equations is equal to or greater than zero. Fiber tension,
fiber compression, matrix tension, and matrix compression are the four failure modes considered
in Chang-Chang failure criteria [96]. The failure equations are represented separately as follows:
Tensile failure, fiber direction: e , = σX + Ψ τS − 1 ≥ 0 failure< 0 (7)
Compressive failure, fiber direction: e , = σX − 1 ≥ 0 failure< 0 (8)
Tensile failure,matrix direction: e , = σY + τS − 1 ≥ 0 failure< 0 (9)
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Compressive failure,matrix dir: e , = σ2S + σY Y4S − 1 + τS − 1 ≥ 0 failure< 0 (10)
Where ; σ1 is the nominal stress in the lamina in the fiber direction, σ2 is the nominal
stress in the lamina in the matrix direction, τ12 is the nominal shear stress in the plane of lamina,
XT is the tensile strength of the fibers, XC is the compressive strength of the fibers, YT is the
tensile strength in the transverse direction of the fibers, YC is the compressive strength in the
transverse direction of the fibers, S is the shear strength, Ψ is the shear stress correction
parameter in the tensile failure mode. The value of Ψ equal to zero was considered in the finite
element analysis performed in this research study. Failure strains can also be applied in addition
to these stress-based failure criteria’s. If strain-based failure criteria are utilized, the stress values
are kept at the same level after meeting the Chang-Chang criteria until the failure strains are
reached. The element is removed from the calculation when the stress based chang-chang failure
criteria are met or failure strain reaches its maximum value. In this study failure strains for CFRP
layers were not used.
5.2.3 Aluminum Material Model
The piecewise linear plasticity material model (Mat_024) was utilized to model the
elastoplastic behavior of aluminum layers by defining effective stress-effective plastic strain
curve obtained from experimental data. The failure of aluminum layers was modeled in this
study by defining a plastic failure strain in the constitutive model card of LS-DYNA. The
effective stress-effective plastic strain curve used as input to piecewise linear plasticity material
model is shown in figure 5.6. The material properties parameters of aluminum and carbon
fiber/epoxy used for predicting the flexural and tensile behavior of FMLs are presented in Table
3.2 and 3.3. The mechanical properties of 5052-H32 aluminum alloy shown in Table 3.2 were
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evaluated experimentally with the tensile test performed in the lab and cross-checked with the
values given in reference [97]. In this material model the plasticity treatment includes strain rate
and yield function is defined as
∅ = 12 − 3 ≤ 0 (11)
Where= [ + (12)
In this material model, the hardening function ( ) can be defined in tabular form or
specified in linear form as = . The effective plastic strain is defined as =
∫ ̇ ̇ / and denotes the initial yield strength. The plastic strain rate ̇ is the
difference between the total and elastic strain rates. The strain rate effects can be added in this
model by using the Cowper-Symonds model. The yield stress is scaled in this model with the
factor = 1 + ̇ / where C and p are the user defined input constants. The complete
mathematical equations for piecewise linear plasticity material model can be found in LS-DYNA
theory manual [98]. However, we have not used any strain rate and hardening effects in our
analysis. The implementation of the piecewise linear plasticity model is done in LS-DYNA by
updating the deviatoric stresses elastically, checking the yield function and the deviatoric stresses
are accepted if the yield function is satisfied. The incremental plastic strain is computed if the
yield function is not satisfied.
∆ = (1.5 ∗ ∗ ) . −3 + (13)
Where G and Ep are the shear modulus and actual plastic hardening modulus respectively. The
trial deviatoric stress ∗ state is then scaled back as
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= (1.5 ∗ ∗ ) . ∗ (14)
Figure 5.6: Effective stress-effective plastic strain curve used as input to the constitutive material
model.
5.2.4 Delamination Failure Model
Interlaminar delamination between the carbon fiber/epoxy (CFRP) and aluminum
interfaces was modeled by employing cohesive tiebreak algorithms available in LS-DYNA[99].
The transmission of both compressive and tensile forces is allowed in these penalty-based
contact algorithms which are used to model connection between surfaces. The tie-break contact
algorithms prevent the separation of the slave node from the master segment before failure of a
connection and after the failure, the contact behaves like surface to surface contact with
thickness offsets due to the removal of tensile coupling. Depending upon the nature of the
connection, an optional failure criterion can be defined in all tie-break contacts. In this study, to
simulate interlaminar debonding the *CONTACT AUTOMATIC SURFACE TO SURFACE
TIEBREAK - DYCOSS Option 7 was chosen [100-102].The cohesive contact criteria in this
tiebreak contact algorithm are based on the bilinear constitutive traction-separation law. The
linear elastic/linear softening model for mode 1 crack opening is shown in figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7: Bilinear traction-separation law for mode I crack in tension [103].
The stress-strain assumption with key points and the corresponding points with
delamination progression are shown in figure 5.7 (b) and (a). As point 1 is in elastic part of the
material response, no material damage had occurred at this point and the unloading would follow
the elastic line. The onset of damage is represented by point 2 and material softening (damage
growth) starts at the point. When the loading had progressed to point 3, the material has suffered
some damage but the plies have not separated yet (damage parameter (α) is greater than zero but
less than 1). The unloading is assumed to follow start line from point 3 to 0 if occurs at point 3.
Non-recoverable energy dissipated to partial damage of bonding is represented by the shaded
area in figure 5.7(b). The plies have separated permanently at point 4 as the damage parameter
(α) had reached unity. Fracture energy (G) required to delaminate two plies is represented by the
total area of the triangle (0-2-4). It is input parameter in LS-DYNA having energy/area as units.
In DYCOSS discrete crack model, the interface forces in the uncracked state (point 1) are
calculated from the relative displacements assuming linear elastic behavior.
σ = σσ = k 00 k δδ = Kδ (15)
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Where σ and σ are the stresses in mode I and mode II, k and k are secant stiffness terms for
mode I and mode II and δ and δ are the displacements for mode I and mode II. The allowable
shear stresses may increase under increasing normal stress for heavy woven fabrics laminate.
The relation for the crack initiation, in this case, is developed by extending Hashin criterion with
a friction angle (ɸ) given as
= max(σ , 0)NFLS + σSFLS − sin(ɸ)min(0, σ ) = 1 (16)
Where NFLS is normal failure stress, SFLS is the shear failure stress and ɸ is the friction
angle in degrees. When the loading beyond the crack initiation point, the degradation of material
is described by considering two damage variables D and DII.σσ = 1 − D 00 1 − D k 00 k δδ (17)
Where 1-D is stress reduction factor. The value of D ranges from 0 to 1. Damage evolution in
mode I depend on displacement δ only. The concept of friction angle is extended in damage
growth process for compressive normal displacements resulting in iso-lines α in δ − δ planes
are shown in figure 5.8.
Figure 5.8: Iso-lines of internal parameter α [104].
The relation for crack propagation in terms of internal parameter α is given as
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= max(σ , 0)NFLS (α) + σSFLS(α) − sin(ɸ)min(0, σ ) = 1 (18)
The interface stresses are expressed in terms of interface displacements as:σ = k ( )δ ; σ = k ( )δ (19)
Figure 5.9: Parameters in softening model [104].
From figure 5.9;NFLS(α) = k ( ) αδ , + δ ; (α) = k ( ) αδ , + δ (20)δ , = δ − δ ; δ , = δ − δ (21)
The initial and final displacement for mode I and mode II are given asδ = NFLSk (0) ; δ = 2G ANFLS ; = (0) ; = 2 (22)
Substituting equation 19 and 20 into 18; we getmax(0, δ )αδ , + δ + δαδ , + δ (1 − sin(ɸ)) k δ = 1 (23)
The above equation is a nonlinear equation between α and known interface displacements.
Linearizing it with respect to α gives;dα = 12 (max(0, δ )) δ ,αδ , + δ + 2 (δ ) δ ,αδ , + δ (24)
After α is calculated, the secant terms are obtained ask = (1 − α)δαδ , + δ k , ; k = (1 − α)δαδ , + δ k , (25)
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The damage matrix is given as;
D = D (α) 00 D (α) = ⎣⎢⎢⎢
⎡ δ , + δαδ , + δ 00 δ , + δαδ , + δ ⎦⎥⎥
⎥⎤ (26)
The interface stresses for the crack development state are given by;
σ = σσ = 1 − D (α) 00 1 − D (α) k 00 k δδ = (1 − D)Kδ (27)
The complete mathematical equations for DYCOSS discrete crack model can be found in
Lemmen and Meijer technical paper [104]. In this study, mode II failure condition was
considered dominant for modeling interlaminar delamination crack growth in an area located
locally underneath the loading pin. Therefore only shear failure strength (SFLS) =15 MPa and
shear energy release rate (ERATES) = 0.23 MPa*mm was used as input to delamination model.
Due to the lack of available data, mode II energy release rate value was assumed.
5.2.5 Predicted Thermal Residual Stresses Initialization
The thermal Residual stress (discussed in the previous chapter) which comes into picture
during the curing process of laminates was initialized to FE model with the help of dynamic
relaxation option in LS-Dyna. Dynamic relaxation is carried out before the explicit analysis in
LS-Dyna i.e. in pseudo time before the actual simulation time. The simulation time resets to zero
after the initialization state is achieved and the normal stage of the solution automatically begins
from the initialized state. Dynamic relaxation allows LS-Dyna to approximate solutions to linear
and nonlinear static or quasi-static processes. Control dynamic relaxation control card parameters
are described in Table 5.1
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Table 5.1: Parametric control card for dynamic relaxation in LS-Dyna [105]
Card 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Variable NRCYCK DRTOL DRFCTC DRTERM TSSFDR IRELAL EDTTL IDRFLG
Type I F F F F I F I
Default 250 0.001 0.995 infinity TSSFAC 0 0.04 0
IDRFLG parameter in dynamic relaxation control card controls the manner in which the
preloaded state is computed. If IDRFLG is set to 1 or -1, a transient “dynamic relaxation”
analysis is started, in which an explicit analysis is performed and DRFCTR factor is used to
damped by means of scaling nodal velocities in each time step When the ratio of current
distortional kinetic energy to peak distortional kinetic energy (the convergence factor) falls
below the convergence tolerance (DRTOL) or when the time reaches DRTERM, the dynamic
relaxation analysis stops and the current state becomes the initial state of the subsequent normal
analysis. Distortional kinetic energy is defined as total kinetic energy less the kinetic energy due
to rigid body motion. Distortional kinetic energy history computed during the dynamic relaxation
phase is automatically written to a file called “relax”. This file can be read as an ASCII file by
LS-PrePost and its data plotted. The relax file also includes a history of the convergence factor.
Dynamic relaxation was invoked by setting SIDR parameter to 1 in the define curve commands.
Curves so tagged are applicable to the dynamic relaxation analysis phase. Curves with SIDR set
to 0 or 2 are applicable to the normal phase of the solution. At the completion of the dynamic
relaxation stage and before the start of the normal solution stage, a binary dump file (d3dump01)
and a “prescribed geometry” file (drdisp.sif) were written by LS-Dyna. Either of these files can
be used in a subsequent analysis to quickly initialize to the preloaded state without having to
repeat the dynamic relaxation run.
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5.3 Tensile Experimental Test and FEA Results Comparison
The correlation between experiment and finite element analysis is made by plotting
stress-strain curves in the same scatter plot. FEA and experimental stress-strain curves for
CARALL-A & B specimens made by not using polyester veil cloth layers are shown in Figure
5.10 & 5.11. Similarly, figure 5.14 & 5.16 depicts the correlation between FEA and experimental
results for CARALL-A & B specimens made by using polyester synthetic surfacing veil cloth
layers.
Figure 5.10: FEA & experimental stress-strain plots for CARALL-A specimens
Figure 5.11: FEA and experimental failed Specimen of CARALL-A with no veil cloth.
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The CARALL specimens made without using polyester veil cloth layers shows the linear
elastic response up to strain level of 0.1 % whereas specimens made with cloth layers shows
elastic response up to 0.2 %. The load carrying capacity of all specimens in the linear region is
around 30% of the maximum load. In the linear region both FRP and aluminum is assumed to act
as a single component. The response observed from 0.1 or 0.2 % strain to their peak strength is a
result of uneven load sharing between aluminum and carbon fiber layers due to their different
poison ratios. Less ductile carbon fiber/epoxy layers bear more load as compared to high ductile
aluminum layers.
Figure 5.12: FEA & experimental stress-strain plots for CARALL-B specimens
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Figure 5.13: FEA and experimental failed specimen of CARALL-B with no veil cloth.
Figure 5.14: FEA & experimental stress-strain plots for CARALL-A specimens having veil cloth
The maximum strength attained by CARALL-A specimens made without using cloth
layers and with veil cloth layers are 325 MPa and 410 MPa, respectively. Similarly, the
maximum strength attained by CARALL-B specimens made without using cloth layers and with
veil cloth layers are 400 MPa and 475 MPa, respectively. After attaining the peak, the aluminum
layers does not fail immediately in specimens made without using polyester veil cloth layers
whereas it fails immediately in specimens made with veil cloth layers. The FEM model results
showed good correlation with experimental results for all different types of CARALL specimens.
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Figure 5.15: FEA and experimental failed specimen of CARALL-A having veil cloth layers
Figure 5.16: FEA & experimental stress-strain plots for CARALL-B specimens having veil cloth
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Figure 5.17: FEA and experimental failed specimen of CARALL-B having veil cloth layers
It can be clearly inferred from the fracture surfaces of experimental failed specimens that
aluminum layers in FMLs of all combinations were fractured at an angle approximately equal to
65 degrees to the loading direction due to the direction of dislocation-related slip plane and slip
direction of the metal crystal [106]. The carbon fiber layers fractured almost at angle 90 degrees
to the loading direction showing good bonding strength between carbon fiber and epoxy matrix.
Finite element models also captured the fractured surfaces of aluminum and fibrous layers of all
FMLs combinations depicting necking induced fracture surface for aluminum layers and 90
degrees fractured surface for carbon fiber layers. A comparison between tensile properties of
both FML types and monolithic 5052-H32 aluminum alloy are tabulated in Table 5.2. It can be
observed from the tabulated results that there is a significant increase in the tensile strength in
comparison to aluminum 5052-H32 strength for both type of FMLs whereas the modulus of
FMLs and monolithic aluminum is comparatively similar.
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Table 5.2: Results of tensile experimental tests
Property/Sample
Monolithic
Aluminum
5052-H32
CARALL-A CARALL-B
CARALL
A
with  cloth
layers
CARALL
B
with  cloth
layers
Maximum tensile
strength (MPa) 240 330 385 373 425
Strain at CFC layers
breaking point εmax (%) 0.086 0.0105 0.0104 0.0123 0.0114
Young’s Modulus, E
(GPa) 69.7 70.3 69.8 72.8 73.3
Density ρ (g/cm3) 2.68 2.29 2.11 2.08 1.93
Specific Tensile strength
(MPa/(g/cm3)) 79.48 144.1 182.46 179.3 220.2
Tensile strength increase
as compared to AL (%) --- 37.5 60.4 55.4 77.2
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CHAPTER 6 THREE-POINT FLEXURAL TEST & DATA
ANALYSIS
6.1 Three-point Flexural Test Experimental Aspects
ASTM standard test procedures are referred for conducting the flexural test. ASTM C
393 and ASTM D 790 are standard test procedures which deal with flexure on composite
materials. ASTM C 393 is a standard test method for evaluating flexural performance of
sandwich constructions whereas ASTM D790 standard test procedure is commonly used to
determine flexural properties of unreinforced and reinforced plastics
Three-point bend fixtures were utilized for performing flexural tests on hybrid fiber metal
laminated beams. The flexural fixture was placed on the lower platen of MTS compression
testing machine having 200 KN load capacity. Lower supports and loading pin are two parts of
the test fixture. Lower supports contains two cylindrical pins of diameter 12.7 mm secured on
supports with the help of the springs. The distance between the two supports commonly known
as span length can be adjusted to a maximum value of 254mm. The loading pin with the same
diameter as that of support pins was rigidly secured to the top platten of the machine. The bottom
part of the flexural fixture i.e. is lower supports was adjusted so that the loading pin is exactly
over the mid-span of the hybrid fiber metal laminated beam.
Considering 40:1 as the ratio between support span to a thickness of the laminate as
recommended by ASTM test procedure, the span length of 101.6 mm was kept. Large support
span-to- thickness ratio was chosen so that the failure in the specimens occurs only due to the
bending moment. Specimen total length was maintained at 152.4 mm so that an overhanging
length of 25.4 mm can be allowed beyond the lower support pins on each side. The three-point
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flexural fixture is shown in figure 6.1 and complete test setup including compression testing
machine is shown in figure 6.2.
Figure 6.1: Three-point flexural test setup
Three Point Flexural test were conducted in displacement control mode by moving the
lower supports against the hybrid fiber metal laminated beam at a rate 0.05 mm/s. The load
transducer which is located on the top record the load taken by the beam. The load carried by
fiber metal laminated beam, Machine displacement and time duration of the test were recorded at
0.5s intervals with the help of the computerized controlled compression testing machine. The
load, displacement data were converted to stress-strain by using equations (28) and (29) provide
in the ASTM standard test procedure D 790.
Flexural Stress = 32 (28)Flexural Strain ε = 6 (29)
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Where; P is load taken by beam in N
L is the support span length (mm)
d is the thickness of the laminated beam
b is the width of the laminated beam
D is the deflection of the middle of the support span.
The entire duration of the three-point flexural test was documented with the help of
pictures and videos, which were later analyzed for critical failure mode and correlated with the
time data obtained from the computerized controlled data acquisition system. All the laminates
were scanned with the C-scan equipment prior to testing to check the presence of any interface
bonding defects between CFRP and aluminum layers. The results were excellent showing good
bonding at all interfaces.
Figure 6.2:  MTS compression testing machine with three-point flexural fixture
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6.1.1 Effect of Polyester Synthetic Surfacing Veil Cloth on Flexural Behavior
The three-point flexural tests were conducted on MTS Instron machine and flexural
behavior of both fiber metal laminate configurations is compared to each other in figure 6.3. As
expected the fiber metal laminate configuration CARALL-B behaves stiffer than CARALL-A
after the aluminum yielding region. This is behavior can be justified by the fact the metal volume
fraction of CARALL-A is more than CARALL-B fiber metal laminate configuration. Due to
which CARALL-A laminate is showing more ductile behavior after the aluminum has yielded.
The strength of both configurations is comparatively same. There is the difference in strain level
at which the failure of carbon fiber layers takes place in both laminates. In CARALL-B FML, it
failed at approximately 0.015 strain whereas in CARALL-A FML at 0.027
Figure 6.3:  Typical flexural behavior plots for CARALL FMLs
The addition of polyester synthetic surfacing veil cloth affects the flexural behavior of
both CARALL laminates by increasing the flexural strength (figure 6.3) before failure of
specimens. This increase in strength is due to improvement in interlaminar bond strength and
reduced delaminated area. Polyester surfacing veil cloth layers reduced the failure strain in
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CARALL-A FMLs to 0.023 from 0.027, which is the failure strain of specimens with no veil
cloth layers. The addition of polyester surfacing veil cloth does not show any effect on the failure
strain of CARALL-B FMLs. A major difference observed in CARALL-A FMLs due to the
addition of veil cloth was the simultaneous failure of carbon fiber/epoxy and aluminum layers
under tension after reaching the ultimate flexural strength. The carbon fiber/epoxy and aluminum
layers fail separately at difference strain values in CARALL-A specimens having no polyester
surfacing veil cloth layers.
6.2 Flexure Test Finite Element Analysis
Finite element analysis technique has emerged as one of the most important and helpful
tools available to engineer for use in design analysis with the advent of computers. The
composite design and analysis problems are complex as they require several input parameters.
Therefore, it is very crucial to have a profound understanding of all aspects of fiber metal
laminate composite behavior before selecting and applying a material model to computational
model. LS-Dyna, a nonlinear finite element analysis code have large no of material models for
composite materials along with the failure modes.
FML flexure specimens that were experimentally investigated are computationally
analyzed with the help of LS-Dyna finite element analysis package to have a further
understanding of failure mechanisms. Three-point bending finite element simulation model
involves a difference in the discretization of elements and boundary conditions as compared to
tensile test simulation. Thermal stress prediction and initialization were performed in the similar
fashion as done in the tensile analysis using dynamic relaxation. The material models for carbon
fiber/epoxy & aluminum layers and delamination model were kept same as tensile test
simulation. The input parameters to the delamination model, material properties of carbon
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fiber/epoxy and aluminum material were kept identical to the tensile simulations. The details
aspects of finite element model related to these things can be found in chapter 5.
6.2.1 Discretization of Flexural Fiber Metal Laminate Specimen
The aluminum layers of the specimen are modeled as two layers of 3D hexahedral
selective reduced (S/R) integrated continuum linear solid elements with eight nodes (ELFORM
2). The Layers of CFRP are modeled with one layer of 3D hexahedral solid elements having
same element formulation as that of aluminum layers. The total number elements in FE model
for each aluminum and CFRP layer are 3400 and 1700 respectively. Finite element mesh was
generated with an element size of 1.5 mm for both aluminum and CFRP layers having 152.4 mm
x 25.4 mm geometric dimensions. The finite element model of CARALL FML with a detailed
view of tiebreak interface contacts between adjacent layers is shown in figure 6.4.
Figure 6.4: Three-point flexural finite element model
6.2.2 Loading Pin & Support Rods Modeling
The loading pin and support rods are modeled with a rigid material. Surface to surface
contact having a friction coefficient μ=1.0 was assumed for the interaction between supporting
rod and specimen allowing finite sliding. The interaction between loading pin and the specimen
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was assumed to have an automatic surface to surface contact with friction coefficient equal to
one. Appropriate displacement boundary conditions were assigned to two nodes of the specimen
to prevent rigid body motion. The loading pin moves statically 0.05 mm downward in a second.
The supports rods were constrained in all degree of freedoms.
6.3 Flexural Experimental Test and FEA Results Comparison
The experimental and FEA predictions for the flexural behavior of all FMLs are
presented in the form of a stress-strain curve in Figure 6.5 and 6.8. The predictions made through
FEM analysis are shown in dashed lines and the experimental results are plotted in solid lines in
these figures. The progressive damage behavior of CARALL fiber metal laminate specimens is
characterized and explicated with the stress-strain curves. Experimental and FEA failure modes
of CARALL-A FMLs at a specific location of the stress-strain curves can be referred in figures
6.6 and 6.7, whereas for CARALL-B FMLs can be found in figures 6.9 and 6.10.
In the flexural stress-strain curve of CARALL-A FML shown in figure 6.5, initially, a
linear region of deformation is found where the load carrying capacity of the samples increases
with deformation. This corresponds to global bending of the laminated specimen. After the linear
deformation region, the flexural behavior of fiber metal laminate specimen shows the plasticity
region due to the metal layers plastic deformation (up to point 1). When the tensile stress in the
tension side carbon-epoxy layer reaches failure stress, it initiates a crack in fibers and matrix. As
the carbon-epoxy layer fails a sudden drop in load is noted; (region 1-2 in fig 6.5). The load
corresponding to region 2-3 of the curve in fig. 6.5 is carried by compression side located above
the neutral axis and aluminum layer on tension side.
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Figure 6.5: Experimental and FEA flexural stress-strain behavior of CARALL-A and CARALL-
A with polyester veil cloth layers.
Later, the greater amount of load is transferred to an aluminum layer which is on the
tension side after the tensile failure of CRF layer. As a result, a crack grows in this layer in the
vicinity of point 3 of the flexural stress-strain curve. Due to which there is a further decrease in
load carrying capacity of the beam as described by region 3-4 of figure 6.5.
The addition of polyester synthetic surfacing veil cloth layers affects the failure modes of
specimens after the failure of carbon epoxy layer due to tensile loading described by region a-b
in figure 6.5. The failure of aluminum layer which is on the tension side occurs earlier after the
tensile failure of CRF layer in this case as compared to CARAL-A FML without cloth layers due
to reduced delamination resulting from improved AL-CFRP bond strength. The region c-d
describes the reduction in load due to the failure of the aluminum layer due to tensile stresses
developed. Finite element analysis also captures the failures in layers through element deletion
with an adequate accuracy and at right strain level for both CARALL-A and CARALL-A with
veil cloth layers FMLs.
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Figure 6.6: Flexural failure modes of CARALL-A fiber metal laminates
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Figure 6.7: Flexural failure modes of CARALL-A FMLs having cloth layers.
The contribution of plastic deformation of aluminum layers is less than the CARALL-A
to the flexural stress-strain curve of CARALL-B FML. It showed mainly a linear relationship
between load and deformation before the tensile failure of CRF layer as shown by region up to
point (1) in figure 6.8. A tensile rupture failure of CRF layer was observed after reaching the
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maximum tensile strength of CRF layer shown by region (1)-(2) of figure 6.8 resulting in a
sudden decrease in loading carrying capacity of the laminated composite beam. After the tensile
rupture failure of CRF layer, the transferred load to remaining CRF and aluminum layer were
sustained by them up to point (3) of flexural stress-strain curve [region (2)-(3)]. When the
compressive stress in the top CRF layer reaches failure stress (at point 3 of flexural stress-strain
curve), it initiates a crack in fibers and matrix, resulting in a further decrease in strength of FML
beam described by region (3)-(4) of figure 6.8. The load transferred to aluminum layers after
CFRP top layer failure results in plastic deformation of aluminum layers. This portion of the
flexural test procedure is described in the region (4)-(5) in the stress- strain curve.
Figure 6.8: Experimental and FEA flexural stress-strain behavior of CARALL-B FMLs
The flexural response and the failure modes of CARALL-B are also affected by the
polyester veil cloth layers like the CARALL-A FML. In the global bending region of the stress-
strain curve, the CARALL-B laminate behaves slightly stiffer reaching up to a higher maximum
failure stress (point-a in figure 6.8). The loss of stiffness due to the tensile failure of outer carbon
fiber/epoxy and polyester veil cloth layers is described by region a-b of stress-strain curve shown
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in figure 6.8. The region b-c in the stress-strain response of CARALL-B FML having polyester
veil cloth layers represents the load carried by the FML beam after the failure of outer CFRP and
cloth layers. A difference of no compressive failure of the top CRFP layer underneath the
loading point can be noted in this region as compared to the same region 2-3 of CARALL-B
stress-strain response. The compressive failure of top CFRP layer underneath the loading point,
tensile failure of middle CFRP and aluminum layers occurs after point c in region c-d of the
stress-strain curve.
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Figure 6.9: Flexural failure modes of CARALL-B fiber metal laminates
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Figure 6.10: Flexural failure modes of CARALL-B FMLs having cloth layers
The elongation in the region b-c is due to reduced delamination between successive
layers as a result of increased interlaminar strength of FML beam because of the presence of
polyester synthetic surfacing veil cloth layers. Adhesive delamination was found to be reduced in
both CARALL-A & CARALL-B FMLs due to the addition of surfacing veil cloth layers. The
predominant failure patterns found in CARALL-A FMLs were a crack in bottom aluminum layer
and carbon fiber (CFRP) layer breakage due to tensile stresses developed during flexure loading,
whereas failure of lower CFRP layer due to tensile stresses was greatly dominant over other
failure modes in influencing the flexural behavior of CARALL-B FMLs. A good agreement is
observed in experimental results of progressive damage characterization and FEM predictions
for both types of FMLs. A comparison between flexural properties of both FML types and
monolithic 5052-H32 aluminum alloy are tabulated in Table 6.1. It can be observed from the
tabulated results that there is a significant increase in the specific bending strength in comparison
to aluminum 5052-H32 strength for both type of FMLs whereas the modulus of FMLs and
monolithic aluminum are comparatively similar.
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Table 6.1: Results of flexural experimental tests
Property/Sample
Monolithic
Aluminum
5052-H32
CARALL-A CARALL-B
CARALL
A
with  cloth
layers
CARALL
B
with  cloth
layers
Maximum bending
strength (MPa) 340 515 546 560 620
Maximum strain at
breaking point εmax (%) 0.032 0.027 0.015 0.022 0.013
Bending stiffness, E
(GPa) 69.2 68.3 70.1 71.5 72.3
Density ρ (g/cm3) 2.68 2.29 2.11 2.08 1.93
Specific bending
strength (MPa/(g/cm3)) 126.8 222.7 289.1 269.2 321.2
Specific bending
stiffness (GPa/(g/cm3)) 25.8 29.82 33.23 34.37 37.46
Specific bending
strength increase (%) --- 79.1 127.9 112.3 153.3
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CHAPTER 7 LOW-VELOCITY IMPACT TEST & DATA
ANALYSIS
7.1 Low-Velocity Impact Test Experimental Aspects
ASTM standard D7136 [107] was referred to investigate the low-velocity impact
behavior of FMLs. A drop weight impact test on CARALL FMLs was performed using a
hemispherical striker having a weight of 1.819 kg and a tip diameter of 28.39 mm. A rectangular
specimens with a dimensions of 152.4 x 101.6 mm were clamped to a 20 mm thick aluminum
plate having a 125mm x 75 mm cutout located at the center with the help of four toggle clamps
having a minimum holding capacity of 1100 N. The tips of the clamps were made of neoprene
rubber with a durometer of 70-80 Shore A. Guide pins were used to position the specimen
centrally over the cutout.
Figure 7.1: Impact Support Fixture and Test Tower [107]
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The fixture was aligned to a rigid base using bolts. A representative base design is shown
in Fig 7.1a. The designated impact energy was obtained by adjusting the height of the
hemispherical impactor. The velocity of the impactor nose was measured with the help of
accelerometer located on the top of the striker. The contact force between the striker and the
specimen was measured by utilizing load cell located underneath the rigid support fixture. The
acceleration-time signal measured by the acquisition system was integrated twice to obtain the
displacement. The impact acceleration–time and force–time relation were obtained for each
impact event.  The CARALL FMLs were experimentally tested at impact energies of 14J, 21J,
and 31J by utilized the drop weight impact tower shown in Fig 7.1b. An assumption of no energy
loss was made in the calculations for the contact between the striker tip and sample during the
impact event. Some specimens were carefully sliced through the center to observe the damage
behavior through the laminate thickness with the help of cross-sectional microscopy. All the
laminates were scanned with the C-scan equipment prior to testing to check the presence of any
interface bonding defects between CFRP and aluminum layers. The results were excellent
showing good bonding at all interfaces.
7.1.1 Effect of Polyester Surfacing Veil Cloth Layers on Low-Velocity Impact Behavior
The typical force-displacement (F-D) response of CARALL-A specimens manufactured
with and without polyester surfacing veil cloth is compared with each other at different impact
energies in figure 7.2. Similarly, the force-displacement response comparison of CARALL-B
specimens made with and without veil cloth layers is shown in Figure 7.3. The force-
displacement response of CARALL specimens made without using veil cloth layers are in
dashed lines and the response of CARALL specimens made with veil cloth layers are plotted in
solid lines. A gaussian data smoothing technique was used over the experimental data to remove
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the noise captured by acquisition system during the impact test. Each F-D curve has an ascending
portion of loading known as bending stiffness due to the resistance of the composite to impact
loading, the peak load value and descending section of unloading.
Figure 7.2: Force-displacement plots for CARALL-A FMLs made with and without veil cloth
Figure 7.3: Force-displacement plots for CARALL-B FMLs made with and without veil cloth
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It can be observed from figures 7.2 and 7.3 that the both CARALL-A &-B specimens
made with the addition of polyester veil cloth layers showed higher peak forces and smaller
permanent central deflections as compared to specimens made without veil cloth layers at all
impact energies. The increase in peak forces is due to improve the interlaminar bond strength of
the FMLs due to the presence of polyester veil cloth layers with act as resin carrier while curing
of laminates. With the increase in impact energy, more delamination, fiber and matrix damage
was observed in specimens made without using veil cloth layers resulting in larger permanent
central deflection as compared to specimens made with veil cloth layers at all impact energies in
both types of CARALL FMLs. The damage morphologies for both types of CARALL specimens
made with and without cloth layers are evaluated at impacted and non-impacted side at all the
impact energies as shown in figures 7.4 and 7.5.
Figure 7.4: Damage morphology of CARALL-A specimens on impacted and non-impacted sides
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Figure 7.5: Damage morphology of CARALL-B specimens on impacted and non-impacted sides
The polyester veil cloth layers tend to make the laminate behaves as single material by
improving the interlaminar bond strength and thus reducing the cracks in the non-impacted sides
of aluminum and carbon fiber/epoxy layers in CARALL-A &-B FMLs made with veil cloth
layers. The major difference made in the damage morphologies with the addition of polyester
veil cloth layers in both types of FMLs can be seen at the 31J impact energy. CARALL-A
specimens made without veil cloth layers showed an indentation-induced crack in an aluminum
layer on the impacted side at 31J impact energy shown in figure 7.4 whereas the CARALL-A
specimens having veil cloth layers does not show this type of crack on the impacted aluminum
layer. Apart from reducing the damage size of impacted carbon fiber/epoxy layer in CARALL-B
specimens, the addition of veil cloth layers also hinders the failure of internal metallic layers as
can be seen in figure 7.5 at 31J impact energy. Table 7.1 and 7.2 provides a comparison of the
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impact induced crack lengths measured on the impacted and the non-impacted sides respectively,
along with the ultimate central deflection in CARALL FMLs specimens made with and without
using polyester veil cloth layers at various impact energies. A schematic describing the method
adopted to measure the central deflection of CARALL FMLs is shown in Figure 7.6.
Figure 7.6: Ultimate Central Deflection Schematic
Table 7.1: Ultimate central deflection and crack lengths in outer layers of CARALL-A FMLs
Impact
energy
(J)
CARALL-A CARALL-A with Polyester Veil ClothLayers
Crack Lengths (mm) Ultimate
Central
Deflection
(mm)
Crack Lengths (mm) Ultimate
Central
Deflection
(mm)
Impacted
Side
Non-
Impacted
Side
Impacted
Side
Non-Impacted
Side
14 0 20 5.45 0 16.17 4.74
21 0 24 6.78 0 21.40 5.89
31 18 31 9.11 0 29.06 7.31
Table 7.2: Ultimate central deflection and crack lengths in outer layers of CARALL-B FMLs
Impact
energy
(J)
CARALL-B CARALL-B with Polyester Veil ClothLayers
Crack Lengths (mm) Ultimate
Central
Deflection
(mm)
Crack Lengths (mm) Ultimate
Central
Deflection
(mm)
Impacted
Side
Non-
Impacted
Side
Impacted
Side
Non-Impacted
Side
14 5 30 6.79 0 29.2 5.02
21 12 46 7.58 0 39.5 6.4
31 20 55 10.01 13.2 45.72 7.9
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7.2 Low-Velocity Impact Finite Element Analysis
The low-velocity impact response of CARALL FMLs was modeled with the help of
commercially available LS-DYNA software by using explicit time integration scheme. The
development of FE model for impact test simulations in LS-DYNA includes discretization of
sample geometry into finite elements, modeling of a composite material including intralaminar
failure and delamination failure, modeling of aluminum material with strain-based failure criteria
and modeling of a rigid hemispherical striker with appropriate contact algorithm and boundary
conditions. Thermal stress prediction and their initialization to impact FE models were
performed in the similar fashion as done in the tensile analysis using dynamic relaxation. The
material models for carbon fiber/epoxy and aluminum layers were kept same as tensile
simulation. The material properties of carbon fiber/epoxy and aluminum layers were kept
identical to the tensile simulations. Plastic Kinematic material model was employed for modeling
the polyester surfacing veil layers using the material properties mentioned in Table 3.7.
7.2.1 Discretization of Impact FML Specimen
In the low-velocity impact simulations, the aluminum layers of the specimen were
modeled using two-dimensional selective reduced (S/R) integrated continuum linear shell
elements with four nodes (ELFORM 2). The CFRP plies were also modeled with two-
dimensional selective reduced (S/R) integrated linear shell elements considering one layer of
shell elements for each lamina with three integration points with respect to ply thickness. The
total number elements in FE model for each aluminum and CFRP layer are 15606. Finite element
mesh was generated with an element size of 1.0 mm for both aluminum and CFRP layers having
152.4 mm x 101.6 mm geometric dimensions. The finite element model of CARALL FML with
a detailed view of tiebreak interface contacts between adjacent layers is shown in Figure 7.7.
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Figure 7.7: Details of finite element model for impact simulation as in actual experiments.
A (IHQ=4) stiffness based hourglass control was used for the aluminum layers, and
(IHQ=8) hourglass control which have full-projection warping stiffness control was utilized for
the carbon fiber/epoxy layers to get more accurate results. Hourglass control is viscosity or
stiffness that is added to selective reduced integrated quadrilateral shell elements or hexahedral
solid elements to prevent zero-energy modes of deformation that produce zero strain and no
stress. Without hourglass control, these elements will have nonphysical hourglass modes which
could grow large and destroy the solution. Two different types of hourglass formulations were
chosen considering the material models used to model aluminum and CFRP layers. A stiffness
based hourglass formulation (IHQ=8) have an algorithm to activate warping stiffness also, due to
which it gives more accurate results for orthotropic materials than hourglass formulation
(IHQ=4). The value of hourglass coefficient (QH=0.05) was kept similar in both hourglass
formulations
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7.2.2 Delamination Modeling
Delamination is the one of the main sources of damage of damage in the laminated fiber
metal laminates, separation of plies in low resistance interface between adjacent layers under
compressive loading or impacts. The linear fracture mechanics techniques (LEFM) like virtual
crack extension [108], the J-integral[109] , the virtual crack closure (VCC) [110, 111] and the
stiffness derivative [112] based on Griffith criteria [113] can be used to predict delamination in
laminated composites in the absence of any nonlinearities. These methods are restricted to
problems where the initial crack is known, therefore, these methods cannot be used to predict the
initiation of delamination [114]. Damage mechanics and/or softening plasticity combined with
the indirect introduction of fracture mechanics based methodologies have been developed to
model the mechanical response of interface [115-121]. Cohesive zone model is one of these
methodologies which may be considered to be developed from the work of Hillerborg et al.[115].
7.2.2.1 Cohesive Zone Model
A detailed view of the crack tip can be used to explain the cohesive zone approach. A
transition region commonly known as process zone is present in crack ahead of traction free
region and before the intact region. The position of different regions available in a crack is
illustrated in Figure 7.8. In Figure 7.8, the existence of cohesive forces in the process zone is
illustrated by springs. These cohesive forces give birth to a unique traction profile at the crack
edge. The dominance of cohesive effect in the cohesive zone only is illustrated by drawing the
edge of the crack like sharp tip of a water drop. The cohesive zone method relates the tractions to
displacement at an interface developing a crack. Bilinear model is the most frequently and
successfully used model for traction-separation response of crack in cohesive zone method.
Accurate results are provided by the bilinear model for composite materials.
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Fig 7.8: Different regions of a crack. [122]
Figure 7.9: Cohesive zone stress distribution.[120]
Intralaminar delamination between the carbon fiber/epoxy (CFRP) and aluminum layers
in this research work was modeled by employing tiebreak contact algorithms with cohesive zone
method available in LS-DYNA[99]. The transmission of both compressive and tensile forces are
allowed in these penalty-based contact algorithms which are used to model connection between
surfaces. The tie-break contact algorithms prevent the separation of the slave node from the
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master segment before failure of a connection and after the failure, the contact behaves like
surface to surface contact with thickness offsets due to the removal of tensile coupling.
Depending upon the nature of the connection, an optional failure criterion can be defined in all
tie-break contacts.
7.2.2.2 Mixed-Mode Cohesive Zone Model Derivation
In this study, an extended form of Dycoss discrete crack model failure [50, 105, 123-125]
criteria that are based on the fracture model defined in a cohesive material which includes a
bilinear traction separation law with quadratic mixed-mode delamination criterion and a
Benzeggagh–Kenane [126] proposed damage propagation formulation was used. The distance
between two points initially in contact in the normal and tangential directions correspond to
complete material failure referred as ultimate displacements in the interface cohesive model. A
linear stiffness provided by the bilinear traction separation law for loading followed by the linear
softening for damage portion is based on the equation (30) that relate the energy release rates, the
peak tractions, and the ultimate displacements.
= . 2 = . 2 (30)
Where UND is the ultimate displacement in the normal direction; UTD is the ultimate
displacement in the tangential direction, GIC the Mode I energy release; GIIC the Mode II energy
release; T is the peak traction in normal direction and S is the peak traction in the tangential
direction.
In the cohesive material model, the total mixed mode relative displacement is defined
as = ( + ) / (31)
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Where = (Fig: 7.10) is the separation in the normal direction (Mode I) and =( + ) / is the separation in the tangential direction (Mode II) and the damage initiation
displacement for the mixed mode delamination (onset of softening) is given by equation 32.
= 1 +( ) + ( ) (32)
Where = / and = / are the single mode damage initiation separations, =/ is the “mode mixity” (Figure 7.10); EN the stiffness normal to the interface plane; ET the
stiffness into the interface plane. The ultimate mixed mode displacement (total failure) was
used according to the Benzeggagh–Kenane law given in equation 33.
Figure 7.10: Mixed-mode traction-separation law [105]
= 2( 11 + + 1 + ) / + ( − ) + (33)
Where XMU is the exponent of mixed mode criteria. Although the computational cost
was increased by modeling each layer with separate shell elements but the ability to predict the
delamination damage with greater accuracy was offered by this approach. The adhesion
properties of aluminum and CFRP layers bond used as input to tiebreak contact in the simulation
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are given in Table 7.3. The values of peak tractions in normal and tangential directions were
determined experimentally through T-peel and double notch shear strength tests. Mode I energy
release rate was calculated from T-peel test data using area method given by equation 34
whereas Mode II energy release rate and mixed mode damage criteria exponent (XMU) values
were assumed after referring to the work of Shin and Kim [127]. The values of the rest of the
parameters were kept to their defaults settings as described in Table 7.3.
= 1 ΔΔ (34)
where b is the width of the sample, ΔE is the area under the load-displacement curve and
Δa is the crack extension.
Table 7.3: Cohesive zone delamination model input data
Sample
Type
T
(MPa)
S
(MPa)
GIC
(MPa*mm)
GIIC
(MPa*mm) EN ET2EN γ XMU
No Veil 20 15 0.18 0.23 default 1 1 -1.4
With Veil 40 50 0.26 0.52 default 1 1 -1.4
A negative sign of XMU parameter invokes the B-K damage propagation model. The
normal stiffness (EN) was not provided explicitly to the damage model. Penalty stiffness
(default) was used by the model as the normal stiffness. The parameter ET2EN in Table 7.3 is
the ratio of the tangential stiffness to the normal stiffness. The impactor was meshed with 8-node
linear brick, reduced-integration solid elements and modeled as hemispherical rigid body using
rigid material model (Mat_020) with steel material properties as given in Table 7.4. The
impactor was constrained to move only in z-direction through the material model card and a
prescribed initial velocity was assigned to it to get desired impact energy. The penalty
formulation based surface to surface contact was applied for the interaction of impactor with
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impacted plate and each contacted ply of the laminate by setting  SOFT option of contact card to
equal to 2. The specimen nodes were constrained in all directions located at the toggle clamp
locations so as to match the experimental boundary conditions as described in Figure 7.7. A
friction coefficient, µ=0.3 was applied for the contact between impactor and the laminate.
Table 7.4: Steel impactor properties
Material ρ(kg/m3) E (GPa) ν G(GPa)
Steel 7800 210 0.33 78.9
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7.3 Low-Velocity Experimental Impact Test and FEA Results Comparison
In this section, a comparison between finite element predictions and experimental results
is made on the basis of force-displacement history curves, impacted and nonimpacted side
damage morphologies, cross section images, delaminated area, absorbed energy and energy
restitution coefficient for CARALL FMLs. These low-velocity impact characteristics of both
CARALL FMLs will be discussed in this section.
7.3.1 Force-Displacement Characteristics
The typical force-displacement (F-D) response of CARALL-A FMLs made with and
without using polyester (veil) cloth layers is compared with finite element predictions at different
impact energies and shown in figures 7.11 and 7.12. The predictions made through FEM analysis
are shown in dashed lines and the experimental results are plotted in solid lines.
Figure 7.11: Experimental and FEA force-displacement plots for CARALL-A FMLs made with
veil cloth
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Figure 7.12: Experimental and FEA force-displacement plots for CARALL-A FMLs made
without using veil cloth layers.
Each F-D curve has an ascending portion of loading known as bending stiffness due to
the resistance of the composite to impact loading, the peak load value and descending section of
unloading. The closed type F-D curves of CARALL FMLs for all impact energies implies that
complete penetration and perforation was not observed in this study.The peak force increases
with the increase in the impact energy for both types of FMLs. However, more damage was
induced around the peak force with the increase in the impact energy resulting in a different
unloading portion of each F-D curve. The typical force-displacement (F-D) response of
CARALL-B FMLs made with and without using polyester, (veil) cloth layers is compared with
finite element predictions at different impact energies and shown in figures 7.13 and 7.14. The
finite element predictions showed acceptable agreement with the experimental results for the
ascending portion of the F-D curves but demonstrated some discrepancies in the unloading
section which may be due to the failure of present finite element material model to capture the
behavior of FMLs in unloading portion due to complex damage modes of FMLs. The
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experimental peak load values of all CARALL FMLs specimens attained at different impact
energy levels are tabulated in Table 7.5. The low increase in peak load value from 21J to 31J in
CARALL-B specimens may be due to more delamination and excessive crack in metallic layers.
Figure 7.13: Experimental and FEA force-displacement plots for CARALL-B FMLs made with
veil cloth layers.
Figure 7.14: Experimental and FEA F-D curves for CARALL-B FMLs made without using veil
cloth layers.
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Table 7.5: Peak load levels of different CARALL FMLs
Impact
energy
(J)
CARALL-A
(N)
CARALL-A having
polyester veil cloth layers
(N)
CARALL-B
(N)
CARALL-B having
polyester veil cloth layers
(N)
14 5487 6407 4987 5138
21 6962 8115 5730 6617
31 7132 9440 5640 7286
7.3.2 Damage Morphologies
The damage morphologies of CARALL-A specimens made without and with using
polyester veil cloth layers are evaluated at impacted and non-impacted side for the all the impact
energies and compared with FEA views as shown in Figures 7.15 and 7.16. The CARALL
specimens were cut carefully with a diamond cutter along the main crack direction to observe the
inner damage behavior.
Figure 7.15: Damage morphologies of CARALL-A specimen made without veil cloth layers
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Figure 7.16: Damage morphologies of CARALL-A specimen made with veil cloth layers
The cross-section images of CARALL-A FMLs damaged specimens are examined and
compared with FEA model shown in Figures 7.17 and 7.18. The damage morphologies of
CARALL-B specimens made without and with using polyester veil cloth layers evaluated at
impacted and non-impacted sides for the all the impact energies are compared with FEA views
as shown in Figures 7.19 and 7.20. For the lowest impact energy, minor cracks were observed
on the non-impacted side aluminum and carbon fiber/epoxy layers in CARALL-A and
CARALL-B FMLs specimens respectively. However, the primary damage modes are
indentation-induced, fiber fracture and adhesive delamination at the aluminum carbon
fiber/epoxy interfaces as shown by the cross-section images in Figures 7.17 and 7.21.
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Figure 7.17: Cross-section images of CARALL-A specimens made without using polyester
synthetic surfacing veil cloth layers under different impact energies.
The fiber fracture was also observed in both cases along with the adhesive delamination
in the cross section images. The finite element model also captures the cracks on the outer
aluminum and carbon fiber/epoxy layers through the deletion of elements by using the specified
effective plastic failure strain and maximum allowable stress values for aluminum and carbon
fiber/epoxy layers, respectively. The predicted crack lengths were found comparable to the
measured impact induced crack length. The cross section images of CARALL-A FMLs made
with polyester veil cloth layers shown in Figure 7.18 does not show any major adhesive
delamination that can be captured by naked eye at 14J and 21J impact energy level. However the
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CARALL-B specimens made with veil cloth layer does show delamination in cross section
images shown in Figure 7.22 at 14J and 21J impact energy level.
Figure 7.18: Cross-section images of CARALL-A specimens made with polyester synthetic
surfacing veil cloth layers under different impact energies.
As the impact energy increases to 21J, the crack lengths on the non-impacted side for
CARALL specimens increases, along with indentation depth. Comparatively, to previous impact
energy, larger adhesive delamination, fiber, and matrix fracture was observed in the CARALL
specimens made without using veil cloth layers shown by cross-section images in figures 7.17
and 7.21.
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Figure 7.19: Damage morphologies of CARALL-B specimen made without veil cloth layers
Figure 7.20: Damage morphologies of CARALL-B specimen made with veil cloth layers
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The failure of the aluminum layer located adjacent to non-impacted carbon fiber/epoxy
along with a minor cohesive delamination between the middle carbon fiber/epoxy layers in
CARALL-B specimens not having polyester veil cloth layers was also observed. Further
increasing the impact energy to 31J, resulted in a much larger increase in crack lengths on the
non-impacted sides of CARALL specimens. The failure of interior metallic aluminum layers and
carbon fiber/epoxy layers to a much larger extent at 31J impact energy can be observed in cross
section images all CARALL FMLs.
Figure 7.21: Cross-section images of CARALL-B specimens made without using polyester
synthetic surfacing veil cloth layers under different impact energies.
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Figure 7.22: Cross-section images of CARALL-B specimens made with polyester synthetic
surfacing veil cloth layers under different impact energies.
Indentation-induced damage with no cracks in an aluminum layer on impacted side of
CARALL-A specimens having no veil cloth layers was found for 14 J and 21J impact energy,
whereas an 18 mm long crack was found in an aluminum layer along with indentation on
impacted side for 31J impact energy. Excessive adhesive delamination was observed at all
interfaces for this energy level in CARALL-B FMLs specimens.
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7.3.3 C-scan and FEA Predicted Delamination Area Comparison
A plan-type view of the damage location and size in test specimen is provided by the C-
scan presentation. The transducer scan pattern runs parallel to the plane of the image. An
automated data acquisition system, such as a computer controlled immersion scanning system is
employed to develop C-scan presentations. Typically, the amplitude or the time-of-flight of the
signal is recorded at regular intervals after establishing a data collection gate on the A-scan and
moving the transducer over the test piece for scanning the damage size and location. A gray
color shade or a standard color for each of the position at which the data is recorded is used to
display the relative signal amplitude or the time-of-flight. An image of the test specimen features
is provided by the C-scan presentations describing the reflection and scattering pattern of the
sound within and on the surfaces. A schematic illustration of C-scan equipment working
principle is shown in figure 7.23
Figure 7.23: Ultrasonic C-scan method schematic illustration [128].
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The FFT & A-scan frequencies used during the setup of C-scan equipment for damage
assessment of CARALL FMLs are shown in figures 7.24 and 7.25.
Figure 7.24: FFT Frequency setup
Figure: 7.25: A-scan frequency setting
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The delamination damage size was characterized by using C-scan equipment and
compared with the finite element simulation results for CARALL specimens as shown by
Figures 7.26 and 7.27. Image J image processing and analysis software was used to measure the
delamination area from the C-scan pictures. In FEM predictions shown in Figures 7.26 & 7.27,
the solid blue color represent that damage is critical (value nearly 0.0) and the red color represent
that the damage has not occurred (value nearly 1.0), and others represent different damage states.
Similarly, the fully delaminated and no delamination regions in the C-scan results are described
by the 100 % and 0% values of the legend, respectively.
Figure 7.26: Comparison between C-scan and FEA predictions for delamination in CARALL-A
specimens under different impact energies
C-scan C-scan FEAFEA
CARALL-A having cloth layersCARALL-A
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Figure 7.27: Comparison between C-scan and FEA predictions for delamination in CARALL-B
specimens under different impact energies
Bilinear traction separation law with quadratic mixed-mode delamination initiation
criterion used in this study was found to successfully capture the delamination area giving a good
match with the C-scan experimental results. The damaged area is initially small and gradually
gets larger with increasing impact energy. A comparison in the form of histograms between
experimental results and numerical predictions for the delaminated area of CARALL specimens
is shown by figures 7.28 and 7.29. FEA delamination model predicted delaminated area results
C-scan C-scan FEAFEA
CARALL-B having cloth layersCARALL-B
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similar to experimental results at 14 & 21J impact energies but showed discrepancies in results at
31J impact energy.
Figure 7.28: Delamination area results for CARALL-A specimens at different impact energies
Figure 7.29: Delamination area results for CARALL-B specimens at different impact energies
7.3.4 Carbon fiber/epoxy layers Tensile Failures Numerical Predictions
Numerical prediction results of tensile failures with woven composite layers near the
impacted and non-impacted sides are obtained for CARALL-A FMLs in Figs. 7.30 and 7.31,
whereas for CARALL-B FMLs in Figures 7.32 and 7.33. The colors represent the damage
degree of the composite. While the blue represent that the damage is serious (value nearly 0.0),
red represent that the damage does not occur (value nearly 1.0), and others represent different
damage degree. As expected, damage in carbon fiber/epoxy layers increased with the increase in
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the impact energy. Numerical simulation elucidated the extent of tensile damage in carbon
fiber/epoxy layers.
Figure 7.30: Numerical prediction of tensile failures of CFRP layers in CARALL-A FMLs made
without using polyester synthetic surfacing veil cloth layers.
Figure 7.31: Numerical prediction of tensile failures of CFRP layers in CARALL-A FMLs made
with polyester synthetic surfacing veil cloth layers.
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Figure 7.32: Numerical prediction of tensile failures of CFRP layers in CARALL-B FMLs made
without using polyester synthetic surfacing veil cloth layers.
Figure 7.33: Numerical prediction of tensile failures of CFRP layers in CARALL-B FMLs made
with polyester synthetic surfacing veil cloth layers.
A correlation between experimental results and numerical prediction results was not
achieved for the tensile failure of carbon fiber/epoxy layers due to the difficulty of removing
aluminum layers and characterize the damage in experimental samples. Since in CARALL-B
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FMLs we are impacting it from the carbon fiber/epoxy side, the addition of cloth layers does not
show the effect on the numerical prediction of tensile failures of composite layers. However in
CARALL-A laminates it reduced the damage of carbon fiber/ epoxy layers located near the
impacted and non-impacted sides.
7.3.5 Absorbed Energy and Energy Restitution Coefficient
A comparison between experimental results and numerical predictions in terms of
absorbed energy and energy restitution coefficient for CARALL-A FMLs made with and without
using polyester (veil) cloth layers is shown in the form of histogram graph in figures 7.34 and
7.35. Similarly, the comparative histogram plots of absorbed energy and energy restitution
coefficient for CARALL-B FMLs is shown in Figures 7.36 and 7.37.
Figure 7.34: Energy absorbed by CARALL-A FMLs during an impact event.
Energy restitution coefficient was calculated for numerical and experimental results for
each impact energy using the formula described by equation 35.
Energy restitution coefficient (ERC) = 1 − Absorbed energyTotal Impact energy (35)
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Figure 7.35: Energy Restitution Coefficient results for CARALL-A FMLs
Figure 7.36: Energy absorbed by CARALL-B FMLs during an impact event.
Figure 7.37: Energy Restitution Coefficient results for CARALL-B FMLs
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A good correlation was found between numerical and experiment results of CARALL-B
FMLs for absorbed energy and energy restitution coefficients at all impact energies but the slight
difference was observed in CARALL-A FMLs results.
7.4 CARALL-A and CARALL-B FMLs Impact Behavior Comparison
A comparison of experimental force-displacement results for both CARALL-A and
CARALL-B FMLs curved with and without using polyester veil cloth layers are plotted in
figures 7.38 and 7.39. CARALL-A FMLs showed higher peak forces and lower contact duration
as compared to CARALL-B FMLs at all impact energies. With the increase in impact energy,
more fiber, and matrix damage was observed in CARALL-B FMLs resulting in larger permanent
central deflection as compared to CARALL-A FMLs at all impact energies.
Figure 7.38: Force-displacement plot for CARALL-A & -B FMLs having veil cloth layers.
The outer impacted and non-impacted carbon epoxy layers in CARALL-B FMLs
suffered significant damage due to the high stiffness and brittle nature of carbon fibers. As a
result, the delaminated/damaged area was more in CARALL-B specimens than CARALL-A.
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Thus, it can be implied from the energy restitution coefficient and absorbed energy curves that
the impact resistance of CARALL-A specimens is more than CARALL B FMLs due to less
damage area and slightly high metal volume fraction.
Figure 7.39: Force-displacement plot for CARALL-A & -B FMLs cured without using polyester
synthetic surfacing veil cloth layers.
CARALL-A showed lower delaminated area at 14 & 21J impact energies but higher at
31J impact energy than the CARALL-B. This is due to the factor that the primary failure mode in
CARALL-B specimens at impact energy 31J shifted from interface delamination to metallic
cracks and carbon fiber fracture approximately in all layers of FML leading to incomplete
perforation.
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CHAPTER 8COMPRESSION AFTER IMPACT TEST & DATA
ANALYSIS
8.1 Compression After Impact Test Experimental Aspects
The compression after impact (CAI) test is commonly used test method to quantify the
damage tolerance of composite materials. A standardized method as per ASTM standard D7137
[129] was adopted to characterize the residual strength and stiffness properties of impacted
carbon fiber reinforced aluminum laminate specimens. The CAI tests were done at room
temperature using Instron MTS machine having a loading cell of 220 KN. The compression after
impact fixture along with mounted sample is shown in Figure 8.1. Compression after impact
fixture consists of top and bottom halves containing slide plates that constrain the sample on the
four edges. The edges of side plates are knife shaped, whereas the top and bottom slide plates
have flat edges.
Figure 8.1: Compression after impact along with damaged FML sample
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A rotational constraint is placed at the top and bottom edges of the sample due to the
geometry of the slide plates. The sample is considered clamped at these locations since the slide
plates were fastened by Allen key. The impacted CARALL FMLs specimens which were
subjected to three different energy levels (14J, 21J, 31J) were compressed along the length
direction at a constant displacement rate of 1 mm/min as specified ASTM standard. The sample
must be placed under pure compression for the experiment to be successful, and so the force-
displacement curve should be monitored to find the indication of sample bending or buckling in
the form of nonlinearity. Eight samples of each FML category was compressed to a displacement
value below failure approximately equal to 5mm before stopping the test.
Figure 8.2: Acceptable failure modes as per ASTM standard.[129]
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Table 8.1: Failure mode codes as per ASTM D7137 [129]
First Character Second Character Third Character
Failure Type Code Failure Area Code FailureLocation Code
Lateral L At/through Damage D Middle M
Long Splitting S Gage, away from damage G
Delamination  lengthwise D
Delamination widthwise W
Commonly observed accepTable compressive residual strength failure modes as per
ASTM Standard D-7137 is shown in figure 8.2 and the three place failure mode codes are
tabulated in Table 8.1. Virgin specimens were also tested and compared with the compressed
damaged specimens to obtain the loss of residual strength caused by the impact damage.
8.1.1 Effect of Polyester Synthetic Surfacing Veil Cloth Layers on CAI Behavior
Typical CAI load-displacement curves for CARALL-A FML cured with and without
using polyester surfacing veil cloth layers are shown in figures 8.3 and 8.4. The residual strength
as a function of impact energy for the CARALL-A FMLs cured with and without using polyester
surfacing veil cloth layers which were impacted by 25.4 mm impactor diameter is presented in
Figure 8.5. The errors bars in this figure shows the variation in the data at each impact energy
level. By comparing CARALL-A FMLs systems cured with and without using polyester
surfacing veil cloth layers in terms of residual strength at the same impact energy, it is found that
the CARALL-A FMLs having cloth layers provides higher residual strength than the regular
CARALL-A FMLs cured without cloth layers composite system due to higher interlaminar bond
strength of composite system. Failure load of the damaged specimen should be compared with
the failure load of the undamaged one to determine the residual strength of the FML composites.
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Figure 8.3: Compression After Impact (CAI) load-displacement curves for CARALL-A cured
with polyester cloth layers impacted at different impact energies
Figure 8.4: Compression After Impact (CAI) load-displacement curves for CARALL-A cured
without using polyester cloth layers impacted at different impact energies
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Figure 8.5: Residual strength versus impact energy for CARALL-A FMLs.
From the figures 8.3 and 8.4, it can be seen that as impact energy increases, the failure
load decreases due to large damage that was introduced during impact. The reduction in residual
strength of CARALL-A specimens cured without cloth layers was more as compared to
specimens cured with polyester cloth layers which may be due to larger delaminated area.
Similarly, typical CAI load-displacement curves for CARALL-B FML cured with and without
using polyester surfacing veil cloth layers are shown in figures 8.6 and 8.7, respectively. The
residual strength as a function of impact energy for the CARALL-A FMLs cured with and
without using polyester surfacing veil cloth layers is shown in Figure 8.8. CARALL-B FMLs
cured with polyester surfacing veil cloth layers also exhibits higher compressive residual strength
similar to CARALL-A specimens when compared to specimens cured without cloth layers.
Failure load decreases in CARALL-B specimens also as the impact increases as shown by
figures 8.6 and 8.7.
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Figure 8.6: Compression After Impact (CAI) load-displacement curves for CARALL-B cured
with polyester cloth layers impacted at different impact energies
Figure 8.7: Compression After Impact (CAI) load-displacement curves for CARALL-B cured
without using polyester cloth layers impacted at different impact energies
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Figure 8.8: Residual strength versus impact energy for CARALL-B FMLs.
The reduction in residual strength of CARALL-B specimens was found to be similar in
both types of specimens i.e. specimens cured with and without cloth layers. The compressive
strength of CARALL specimens attained during CAI test along with percentage reduction in
residual strength as compared to virgin specimens is tabulated in Table 8.2. Thin specimens have
a much lower buckling load. This lower load allows global buckling of specimens before the
damaged regions have a chance to initiate the specimen failure [130]. The CAI fixture is
designed to force the failure to occur in the damaged zone of the impacted specimen. The
specimen will fail at a stress concentration such as constrained ends or in a non-compression
mode such as buckling if the damaged zone does not initiate failure. The failure modes
CARALL-A and CARALL-B specimens impacted at different energies are shown in figures 8.9
and 8.10, respectively. CARALL specimens impacted at 14J does initiate failure in impacted
zone but failed in bottom half far from impacted zone. However as the impact energy is
increased, the specimens initiate the failure in the damaged zone as can be seen in figure 8.9 and
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8.10 for 31J impact energy. The specimens cured with and without polyester surfacing veil cloth
layers exhibits similar failure modes in both types of CARALL FMLs.
Table 8.2: CAI test results for CARALL specimens.
Impact
energy
(J)
CARALL-A
CARALL-A with
Polyester Veil
Cloth Layers
CARALL-B
CARALL-B with
Polyester Veil Cloth
Layers
CAI
strength
(MPa)
Decrease
W.r.t
virgin
sample
(%)
CAI
strength
(MPa)
Decrease
W.r.t
virgin
sample
(%)
CAI
strength
(MPa)
Decrease
W.r.t
virgin
sample
(%)
CAI
strength
(MPa)
Decrease
W.r.t
virgin
sample
(%)
Virgin 147.71 --- 166.58 --- 136.30 --- 157.96 ---
14 130.94 11.34 156.66 5.95 120.82 11.35 141.22 10.59
21 109.71 25.72 139.86 16.04 106.49 21.86 126.15 20.13
31 86.15 41.67 118.89 28.63 96.51 29.19 111.78 29.23
Figure 8.9: Failure mode of CARALL-A specimens.
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Figure 8.10: Failure mode of CARALL-B specimens.
8.1.2 CARALL-A and CARALL-B FMLs CAI Behavior Comparison
A comparison is made between the CAI behavior of CARALL-A and CARALL-B FMLs
by plotting the typical load displacement curves simultaneously on same scatter plot. The curves
for specimens cured with and without using polyester veil cloth layers are shown in figures 8.11
and 8.12, respectively. To clearly point the different between the responses of two CARALL
systems, the load-displacement curves for specimens impacted at only two energies are plotted.
Figure 8.11: Compression After Impact (CAI) load-displacement curves for CARALL-A and
CARALL-B cured with polyester cloth layers impacted at 14J and 31J impact energies
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Upon comparing the responses, it can be inferred that the CARALL-A specimens carry a
higher load than the CARALL-B specimens at same impact energy level. A comparison of
residual strength as a function of impact energy for the CARALL-A and CARALL-B FMLs
cured with and without using polyester surfacing veil cloth layers are presented in Figures 8.13
and 8.14, respectively.
Figure 8.12: Compression After Impact (CAI) load-displacement curves for CARALL-A and
CARALL-B cured without using polyester cloth layers impacted at 14J and 31J impact energies
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Figure 8.13: Residual strength versus impact energy for CARALL-A and CARALL-B FMLs
cured with polyester surfacing veil cloth layers
Figure 8.14: Residual strength versus impact energy for CARALL-A and CARALL-B FMLs
cured without using cloth layers
It can be inferred from residual strength comparison figures of CARALL specimens, that
CARALL-A specimens cured with polyester veil cloth layers have higher residual strength as
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compared to CARALL-B specimens having cloth layers at all impact energy levels. However,
the CARALL-A specimens cured without using cloth layers exhibit higher residual strength at
14J and 21J impact energies but showed lower residual strength at 31J energy as compared to
CARALL-B specimens cured without cloth layers. This is due to more delamination damage in
CARALL-A than CARALL-B at 31J impact energy. The effect of delaminated area on the
residual strength of CARALL-A and CARALL-B specimens cured with and without polyester
cloth layers is shown in figures 8.15 and 8.16 respectively. It can be seen that CARALL-A
specimens cured with cloth layers perform better than CARALL-B specimens cured with cloth
layers. However, CARALL-B specimens cured without cloth layers perform better than
CARALL-A specimens cured without cloth layers.
Figure 8.15: Delaminated area versus residual strength of CARALL specimens cured with
polyester surfacing cloth layers
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Figure 8.16: Delaminated area versus residual strength of CARALL specimens cured without
using polyester surfacing cloth layers
8.2 Compression After Impact :Numerical Simulation
The impact and CAI tests analyzes are performed as a multistep analysis. The CAI test
simulation is carried out subsequently after the completion of the impact test analysis using the
birth and death time functionality of LS-DYNA available in boundary and contact cards. The
translational degrees of freedom in the y, z-direction and the rotational degrees of freedom in the
three directions of the upper and clamping plate were constrained, and compressive displacement
was applied in the x direction, as shown in Figure 8.17. The compressive loading of the
specimen mimics the loading in the experimental investigations.
Although the CAI test is essentially quasi-static, it was simulated by means of the explicit
dynamic FE code LS-DYNA. The reason for this choice is due to the fact that high material and
geometrical non-linearities occur, resulting in severe convergence difficulties if an implicit FE
code is used. Accordingly, a displacement loading was applied with sufficiently slowness and
smoothness, so that the kinetic energy is kept low when compared with the internal energy of the
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system. Automatic surface to surface contact was used to model the interaction of specimen with
the knife-edged side and base plates of CAI fixture. The knife edged side plates are meant to
induce a local buckling behavior of the impacted area avoiding a global buckling behavior of the
specimens. The CAI fixture including side and base plates were constrained in all degrees of
freedom. The birth time of contacts and boundary conditions used in CAI simulation was kept
such that they come into the picture after the completion of impact simulation.
The interactions, constraints and impact loading that were applied in impact simulation
were removed from CAI analysis by providing death time in their keyword cards. The
compression after impact test setup along with loading direction and impacted laminate
considered in the numerical investigations are illustrated in Fig. 8.17. The interaction of
specimen with the upper surface and clamping plate was modeled by defining a segment based
automatic surface to surface contact between them. The coefficient of friction equal to 0.3 was
considered in the interactions of the specimen with the components of CAI fixture.
The CAI test can also be modeled separately from impact simulation by writing a
“dynain” file at the end of an impact analysis which contains information about deformation,
shell element history variables (stress, plastic strain, material-model-dependent extra history
variables), and tensorial strains [98] using INTERFACE SPRINGBACK LS-DYNA keyword
command. The damaged laminate information can then be imported to LS-PrePost through
“dynain” file and the new boundary conditions which reproduce the CAI test can be defined.
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Figure 8.17: CAI test setup adopted in numerical simulation
However, in this research work, CAI test is modeled after the completion of impact test
analysis in a combined multistep simulation.
8.2.1 CAI Test Numerical Predictions
The load-displacement curves predicted by the finite element analysis for CARALL-A
specimens cured with and without using cloth layers are shown in figures 8.18 & 8.19. It can be
observed from the curves the peak load level decreases with the increase in the impact energy.  A
comparison between experimental and FEA predictions for the residual compressive strength of
CARALL-A is shown in Figure 8.20.
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It can be seen that FEA model predicts the compressive strength of CARALL-A FMLs
cured with cloth layers with less error as compared to specimens made without using cloth
layers. Table 8.3 illustrates the percentage error between the experimental and FEA predictions
results for CARALL-A specimens. Failure modes of CARALL-A specimens predicted by FEA
analysis are shown in Figure 8.21. CARALL-A specimens showed approximately similar pattern
of deformation in failure modes for unimpacted and specimens impacted at 21J and 31J.
Figure 8.18: Numerical Predictions of CAI test load displacement curves of CARALL-A cured
with polyester cloth layers.
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Figure 8.19: Numerical Predictions of CAI test load displacement curves of CARALL-A cured
without using polyester cloth layers
Figure 8.20: Comparison between residual strength experimental results and FEA predictions for
CARALL-A FMLs.
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Table 8.3: Comparison between experimental and FEA predictions for the residual strength of
CARALL-A specimens.
Impact
energy
(J)
CARALL-A CARALL-A with Cloth
Experimental
CAI strength
FEA
strength Error (%)
Experimental
CAI strength
FEA
strength Error (%)
Unimpacted 147.71 160.38 -8.57 166.58 171.75 -3.10
14 130.94 130.00 0.72 156.66 144.38 7.84
21 109.71 122.45 -11.61 139.86 133.42 4.60
31 86.15 88.26 -2.45 118.89 114.87 3.38
Figure 8.21: Numerical failure mode predictions of CARALL-A specimens.
However, specimens impacted at 14J tends to slightly differ from experimental results. In
FEA predictions of these specimens, the impact damage zone slightly participate in the initiation
of compressive buckling, whereas this is not the case in the experimental samples. The
specimens impacted at 31J initiates the buckling in the damage zone similar to the experimental
results. The width wide delamination spread due to compressive loading of CARALL-A
specimens are shown in Figure 8.22. Delamination spread across the width makes it clearer that
specimens impacted at 31J have a significant amount of damage in terms of strength which
forces the specimen to buckle in the impact damaged zone. Similarly, the force-displacement
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plots predicted by the finite element analysis for CARALL-B specimens cured with and without
using cloth layers are shown in Figures 8.23 & 8.24.
Figure 8.22: FEA predictions for delamination in CARALL-A specimens under compressive
loading
CARALL-B laminates also showed a reduction in compressive strength with respect to
unimpacted virgin samples similar to CARALL-A specimens. However, the peak load carried by
CARALL-B specimens were slightly lower than that of CARALL-A laminates. A comparison
between both FMLs in term of peak load and percentage reduction in maximum load w.r.t. virgin
specimens are tabulated in Table 8.4.
Figure 8.23: Numerical Predictions of CAI test load displacement curves of CARALL-B cured
with polyester cloth layers
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Figure 8.24: Numerical Predictions of CAI test load displacement curves of CARALL-B cured
without using polyester cloth layers
Table 8.4: Comparison between all FMLs in terms of peak load.
Impact
energy
(J)
CARALL-A CARALL-A withCloth CARALL-B
CARALL-B with
Cloth
Peak
load
(KN)
Decrease
W.r.t virgin
sample (%)
Peak
load
(KN)
Decrease
W.r.t virgin
sample (%)
Peak
load
(KN)
Decrease
W.r.t virgin
sample (%)
Peak
load
(KN)
Decrease
W.r.t virgin
sample (%)
Virgin 37.47 ---- 50.60 ---- 28.57 ---- 44.50 ----
14 30.38 18.94 42.54 15.93 22.77 20.30 38.29 13.95
21 28.61 23.64 39.31 22.32 18.58 34.99 32.50 26.96
31 20.62 44.96 33.85 33.11 15.21 46.78 26.52 40.41
Figure 8.25 illustrates the comparison between experimental and FEA predictions for the
residual compressive strength of CARALL-B specimens. FEA analysis showed greater error in
predicted compressive strength values for CARALL-B specimens cured without using the veil
cloth layers. Table 8.5 gives the percentage error between the experimental and FEA
compressive residual strength values for CARALL-B FMLs. Failure modes of CARALL-B
specimens predicted by FEA analysis are shown in Figure 8.26. In CARALL-B FMLs, the
unimpacted specimens failed in the region that is clamped between two bases plates similar to
what was observed in experimental samples whereas the specimens impacted at 14J and 21J,
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showed the buckling failure right above the impact damaged zone indicating that the damage was
not significant to buckle the specimens right in the impact damaged area.
Figure 8.25: Comparison between residual strength experimental results and FEA predictions for
CARALL-B FMLs.
Table 8.5: Comparison between experimental and FEA predictions for the residual strength of
CARALL-B specimens.
Impact
energy
(J)
CARALL-B CARALL-B with Cloth
Experimental
CAI strength FEA strength Error (%)
Experimental
CAI strength
FEA
strength Error (%)
Virgin 136.30 140.62 -3.17 157.96 168.47 -6.65
14 120.82 112.06 7.25 141.22 144.96 -2.65
21 106.49 91.42 14.15 126.15 123.04 2.46
31 96.51 74.84 22.45 111.78 100.39 10.19
Similar to CARALL-A FMLs, the specimens impacted at 31J initiates the compressive
buckling right in the impact damaged area. The widthwise delamination occurred due to
compressive loading of CARALL-B FMLs are shown in Figure 8.27. In FEM predictions shown
in Figures 8.22 & 8.27, the solid blue color represent that damage is critical (value nearly 0.0)
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and the red color represent that the damage has not occurred (value nearly 1.0), and others
represent different damage states.
Figure 8.26: Numerical failure mode predictions of CARALL-B specimens.
Figure 8.27: FEA predictions for delamination in CARALL-B specimens under compressive
loading
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CHAPTER 9 CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS
9.1 Conclusions
In this research work, the experimental characterization of damage mechanisms and
behavior of the carbon fiber reinforced aluminum laminates cured without using any adhesive
film and acid treatment of aluminum layers fiber metal laminates under tensile, flexural, low-
velocity impact loading and compression after impact was performed. The effect of the addition
of polyester synthetic surface veil cloth layers at the interfaces of carbon fiber aluminum layers
on the damage modes and response of these FMLs were also studied. The major contributions for
Thesis regarding CARALL FMLs involve thorough characterization of damage mechanisms for
both static and impact loading. For static and dynamic loading cases, FEA models were
developed for each case which showed excellent correlation. Specific conclusions made from
this investigation are listed.
 Thermal Residual Stresses
a) Thermal residual stresses developed during the curing of fiber metal laminates were
predicted by utilizing analytical equations and finite element modeling. It was found
out that the veil cloth layer does not affect much in reducing the thermal residual
stress.
b) Thermal residual stress developed in aluminum layers of CARALL A (79.2 MPa)
was found to be lower than CARALL B (106.2 MPa), however, the residual stresses
developed in carbon fiber/epoxy layers was higher in CARALL A (127.7 MPa)
laminate than CARALL B (109 MPa).
c) The correlation between analytical equations and finite element results were very
good for the thermal residual stress predictions.
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 Tensile Response Characterization
a) The addition of veil cloth layers leads to combined failure of all layers in both
CARALL Laminates at the same time, whereas the carbon fiber/ epoxy layers break
before the failure of aluminum layers in samples without veil cloth layers.
b) Bonding between aluminum and carbon fiber/epoxy layers with the addition of resin
rich layers does not allow the separation; therefore, the crack has a tendency to
propagate through the thickness of the material.
c) CARALL-B FMLs showed stiffer flexural characteristics having high tangent
modulus and small failure strain when the carbon fiber/epoxy layers were stacked
exterior to the aluminum layers as compared to CARALL-A specimens having
standard 3/2 stacking sequence.
d) The effect of changing the position of carbon fiber/epoxy layers in carbon fiber
reinforced aluminum laminates on the progressive damage failure behavior of
CARALL FMLs was investigated experimentally and compared with the finite
element predictions.
e) Predicted progressive damage behavior characteristics of CARALL FMLs under
tensile loading matches well with the experimental results.
 Three Point Flexural Characterization
a) The addition of veil cloth increases the flexural  strength of both CARALL-A &
CARALL-B Laminates by 10-15 %, however, changes the failure mode of CARALL-
A leading a simultaneous failure of both aluminum and carbon epoxy layers under
tensile stresses.
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b) It was found that the middle carbon fiber/epoxy layer also failed in CARALL B with
the addition of veil cloth, whereas no failure of middle carbon fiber layer was found
without the addition of resin rich veil cloth.
c) Numerical simulation was performed to predict the progressive damage behavior of
these FMLs under three point bending. Finite element model was found capable of
predicting the complex progressive behavior of FMLs under static flexural loading,
capturing all associated flexural failure modes.
d) The delamination was found to be reduced to a great extent in both laminate
configurations due to the addition of veil cloth layers as they increase the interlaminar
strength of laminates.
 Low-velocity Impact Behavior Characterization
a) Low-velocity impact experimentation showed that CARALL laminates give higher
forces and smaller displacement with the addition of polyester veil cloth layers due to
reduced delaminated area across all interfaces of aluminum and carbon fiber layers,
thus increasing slightly the energy absorption capabilities of these laminates.
b) The threshold impact energy, energy at which perforation failure was induced in all
metallic and fiber reinforced layers for these laminates was found to be around 31J.
c) CARALL-B FMLs was found more susceptible to damage than CARALL A during
the impact event at similar energy levels due to more damage in carbon fiber/epoxy
layers when placed directly on the impacted side.
d) Finite element analysis utilizing LS-DYNA software was performed to predict load-
displacement history, delamination area, absorbed energy, damage morphologies on
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impacted and non-impacted sides and tensile failures of CFRP layers for an impact
event at three different energy levels.
e) The numerical material model successfully captured the peak load levels and
delaminated area for each impact energy level and compared well with the
experimental results.
f) The delaminated area was found to be increasing with the impact energy to a level
until the primary failure mode is changed from delamination to the failure of carbon
fiber/epoxy or metallic layers.
 Compression After Impact (CAI) Response Characterization
a) Length-wise compression after impact static tests was conducted for impacted and
non-impacted samples to determine the residual strength of these fiber metal
laminates after the impact event.
b) Compressive Buckling was achieved as a failure mode during the experimental
procedure adopted as per ASTM norms due to a very small thickness of the FML
laminates, however, the buckling load of specimens having veil cloth layers was
found to be more as compared to those without veil cloth layers for both CARALL
laminates.
c) CARALL-A specimens cured with cloth layers perform better than CARALL-B
specimens cured with cloth layers.
d) It is found that higher impact energy (31J) causes a large reduction in the residual
strength for both fiber metal laminate systems in the range of 30-41%.
e) Finite element analysis predicts the compressive residual strength of FMLs with an
acceptable level of accuracy as compared to experimental results.
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9.2 Recommendations
The continued research could be taken to next levels by further developing it in number
of ways:
 The influence of the yield strength of aluminum layers on the static and impact
performance of these carbon fiber reinforced aluminum laminates cured with polyester
cloth layers can be investigated. This is to explore if 2000 series aluminum would be as
effective as 5000 or 6000 series.
 The effect of projectile shape on the impact damage mechanism should be investigated as
in this study only semi-spherical impactor was used.
 A hybrid system with fewer Al layers can be explored. In this case we expect that the
FML density to be closer to 2 g/cc and lighter weight. Whether such FML systems
provide good mechanical and impact properties would be of significant interest.
 The influence of veil cloth layers having more plasticity in their properties on the
behavior of CARALL laminates can be investigated.
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The main aim of this research work was to investigate the static and dynamic properties
of carbon fiber reinforced aluminum laminates cured without using any external adhesive and
acid treatment of aluminum layers. A comprehensive study was undertaken to study the effect of
adding epoxy resin rich polyester synthetic surface veil cloth layers on the failure modes and
flexural and tensile response of these fiber metal laminates (FMLs). The main purpose of adding
veil cloth layers was to prevent the occurrence of galvanic corrosion by avoiding direct contact
between aluminum and carbon fiber layers. The addition of veil cloth layers leads to the
combined failure of all layers in carbon fiber reinforced aluminum laminates at the same time,
whereas the carbon fiber/ epoxy layers break before the failure of aluminum layers in samples
cured without using veil cloth layers under tensile loading.
The delamination was found to be reduced to a great extent in these laminate
configurations due to the addition of veil cloth layers. Thermal residual stress developed during
the curing of fiber metal laminates were predicted by utilizing analytical equations and finite
element modeling. It was found out that the veil cloth layer does not affect much in reducing the
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thermal residual stress. Low-velocity impact tests were carried out using a drop-weight impact
tower by impacting these fiber metal laminates at the center with three different energy levels to
address energy absorption characteristics of these composites. Results showed that these
laminates give higher forces and smaller displacement with the addition of polyester veil cloth
layers due to reduced delaminated area across all interfaces of aluminum and carbon fiber layers,
thus increasing slightly the energy absorption capabilities of these laminates. Primary failure
modes observed during impact tests in these FMLs were cracks in the non-impacted aluminum
layer, carbon fiber (CFRP) layer breakage and delamination b/w aluminum & CFRP layers. The
threshold impact energy, energy at which perforation failure was induced in all metallic and fiber
reinforced layers for these laminates was found to be around 31J. Finite element analysis
utilizing LS-DYNA software was performed to predict load-displacement history, delamination
area, absorbed energy, damage morphologies on impacted and non-impacted sides and tensile
failures of CFRP layers for an impact event at three different energy levels.
Delamination at the aluminum and carbon fiber layers interfaces was modeled by using
with traction separation law and damage criterion proposed by Benzeggagh–Kenane was used
for interface damage evolution. Predicted impact behavior results match well with experimental
results. Length-wise compression after impact static tests was conducted for impacted and non-
impacted samples to determine the residual strength of these fiber metal laminates after the
impact event. By comparing FMLs systems cured with and without using polyester surfacing veil
cloth layers in terms of residual strength at the same impact energy, it is found that the FMLs
having cloth layers provides higher residual strength than the regular FMLs cured without cloth
layers composite system due to the higher interlaminar strength of the composite system. These
results provide a clear understanding of the failure modes of these FMLs under different loading
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conditions and how they influence the overall composite behavior. A unique contribution of the
thesis work is the investigation of the effect of resin rich polyester veil cloth on flexural, tensile,
low-velocity impact & compression after impact characteristics of these carbon fiber reinforced
aluminum laminates. These results can be used in designing lightweight automotive and
aerospace components.
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